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ABSTRACT
The Winter Colloquium on the Physics of Quantum Electronics (PQE) has been a seminal force in 
quantum optics and related areas since 1971. It is rather mind-boggling to recognize how the 
concepts presented at these conferences have transformed scientific understanding and human 
society. In January 2017, the participants of PQE were asked to consider the equally important 
prospects for the future, and to formulate a set of questions representing some of the greatest 
aspirations in this broad field. The result is this multi-authored paper, in which many of the world’s 
leading experts address the following fundamental questions: (1) What is the future of gravitational 
wave astronomy? (2) Are there new quantum phases of matter away from equilibrium that can be 
found and exploited – such as the time crystal? (3) Quantum theory in uncharted territory: What 
can we learn? (4) What are the ultimate limits for laser photon energies? (5) What are the ultimate 
limits to temporal, spatial and optical resolution? (6) What novel roles will atoms play in technology? 
(7) What applications lie ahead for nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamond? (8) What is the future of 
quantum coherence, squeezing and entanglement for enhanced super-resolution and sensing? (9) 
How can we solve (some of ) humanity’s biggest problems through new quantum technologies? 
(10) What new understanding of materials and biological molecules will result from their dynamical 
characterization with free-electron lasers? (11) What new technologies and fundamental discoveries 
might quantum optics achieve by the end of this century? (12) What novel topological structures 
can be created and employed in quantum optics?
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(1) What is the future of gravitational wave 
astronomy?

Rainer Weiss (shown in Figure 5 with Marlan Scully) 
led the way to devising the techniques which ultimately 
led to the famous and spectacular double success of the 
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory 
(LIGO), represented by Figure 6: after a century, Einstein’s 
prediction of gravitational waves finally received direct 
confirmation, and gravitational wave astronomy was dis-
covered to be a technique with tremendous potential for 
new discoveries.

This potential is explored in detailed by the first con-
tribution in this article, as Rai Weiss leads us through the 
varied phenomena that can be probed with gravitational 
radiation.

Since amplitude rather than power is observed, the sig-
nal strength falls as 1/R rather than 1/R2 (or worse), where 
R is the distance from source to detector. This means that 
an increase of 2 in sensitivity implies an increase of 8 in 
accessible volume. In addition, gravitational waves are 
the most penetrating radiation in the universe, capable 
of revealing phenomena that are hidden from observation 
with all of the many forms of electromagnetic radiation. 
The existence of black holes which form binaries and have 

Introduction by Roland Allen and Suzy Lidström

The precipitous slopes surrounding the Snowbird ski 
resort (see Figure 1) are not for the faint-hearted, and 
neither are the scientific challenges confronted within its 
meeting rooms below, as participants during each annual 
PQE conference explore the limits of twenty-first century 
quantum technologies.

Those who aspire to great science implicitly have the 
same guiding principle that steers powder skiers descend-
ing mountains or cowboys driving their herds across 
uncharted territory (or, in the original context, Hannibal 
crossing the Alps with elephants): “I will find a way or 
make one”.

Some leading figures in the grand history of quan-
tum optics are shown in Figures 2–4: Max Planck, who 
started quantum mechanics to understand the behaviour 
of radiation; Albert Einstein, who essentially introduced 
the photon (in 1905) and the understanding of absorption 
and emission (in 1916); Willis Lamb, whose experimental 
and theoretical work started modern quantum electrody-
namics; and Charles Townes, the most central figure in the 
development of the maser and laser. The history continues 
with the major discoveries of those who are still active, 
many of whom are among the authors of this paper.

At PQE 2017, the participants were asked for sugges-
tions regarding the future of quantum optics and related 
areas, and many ideas were forthcoming. These were con-
solidated into a final list of 12, which far transcend the 12 
tasks set to Hercules:

Figure 1. preparing to descend a black diamond slope at snowbird, 
January 2017. a metaphor for quantum optics research: What 
challenges lie ahead in the depths and distant mists?. credit: 
roland allen.

Figure 2.  Quantum optics pioneers: Max planck and albert 
einstein in 1929. einstein is receiving the planck medal. credit: aip 
emilio segrè Visual archives, fritz reiche collection.
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unexpectedly large masses is already a major surprise and 
success. In the future, it may be possible to probe the prop-
erties of neutron stars – including their structures and 
equations of state – as they are deformed during a binary 
merger that emits gravitational waves. Prof. Weiss’s very 
substantial contribution also discusses the prospects for 
deeper understanding of supernovas, supermassive black 
holes, cosmological features and other sources, at least 
some of which will surely be unanticipated.

We mention that theorist Kip Thorne was also a major 
driving force behind LIGO as well as other enterprises 
such as the one represented in Figure 7.

The prospects for gravitational wave astronomy are fur-
ther discussed by Surjeet Rajendran and by Ernst Rasel, 
with emphasis on atom interferometry to reach lower 
frequencies in terrestrial detectors, as a complement to 
the planned Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA).

(2) Are there new quantum phases of matter away 
from equilibrium that can be found and exploited – 
such as the time crystal?

Frank Wilczek, shown in Figure 8, surveys recent ideas 
and experiments related to a new form of symmetry 
breaking he has proposed: either spontaneous or driven 
breaking of time translation symmetry. Examples include 
Floquet time crystals and prethermal time crystals, with 
potential for developments in many different directions.

(3) Quantum theory in uncharted territory: What 
can we learn?

In this contribution, Wolfgang Schleich – shown in Figures 
9–11 – provides a taste of the vast range of fundamental 
projects that an imaginative physicist can formulate in 
this broad context.

Each question involves a feasible approach to a deep 
issue: (a) Can we create fractal radiation? (b) What is the 
elasticity of spins? (c) Is the event horizon of a black hole 
a beam splitter? (d) Do continental divides of the Newton 
flow offer a path towards the Riemann Hypothesis?

Figure 3.  Willis lamb and olga Kocharovskaya in 1998. 
Kocharovskaya is receiving the lamb award, for achievements 
in laser science and quantum electronics. credit: institute for 
Quantum science and engineering.

Figure 4.  Quantum optics pioneer charles townes at the 
international astronomical union meeting at the university of 
sussex, 1970. credit: aip emilio segrè Visual archives, John irwin 
slide collection.

Figure 5. two old M.i.t. friends: rainer Weiss and Marlan scully 
in 2004. rainer Weiss led the way to devising the sophisticated 
laser interferometric techniques which are the basis for liGo (the 
laser interferometer  Gravitational-Wave observatory). He was 
also the chairman of the science working group for the coBe 
(cosmic Background explorer) satellite mission, which observed 
the inhomogeneities in the cosmic background  radiation that 
seeded initial structure formation in the early universe, as well as 
an originator of coBe with John Mather. He has thus been at the 
centre of two of the greatest discoveries in modern physics and 
astronomy. credit: roland allen.
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Figure 6. the liGo collaboration has a spectacular double success: the first direct observation of gravitational waves – predicted by 
einstein a century earlier – and the unexpected observation of the merger of two very massive black holes. as indicated in the figure, 
the waves were simultaneously detected at the two separate liGo observatories in Hanford, Washington and livingston, louisiana, with 
amazingly consistent signals for the spiralling in and merger of the black holes, and the ringdown of the single remnant afterwards. this 
observation marks the beginning of gravitational wave astronomy. credit: liGo, nsf, aurore simonnet (sonoma state u.).

Figure 7. Kip thorne and stephen Hawking with actors of the movie interstellar: david Gyasi, anne Hathaway, Jessica chastain, and 
Michael caine. Kip thorne has also been a principal driving force on liGo, following a 1975 all-night discussion with rai Weiss, when they 
shared a room at a nasa meeting on cosmology and relativity. (Weiss, an experimentalist, had reserved a room, and thorne, a theorist, 
had not.) credit: Kip thorne.
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(4) What are the ultimate limits for laser photon 
energies?

Olga Kocharovskaya leads us through the evolution of 
thinking and achievements in the section addressing the 
ultimate limits for laser photon energies. After a detailed 
discussion of the seemingly insurmountable barriers 
to lasing with very short wavelengths, she describes in 
equally clear detail the lasers which have been made to 
operate in the extreme ultraviolet and even X-ray ranges, 
with the shortest laser wavelength achieved being 0.6 
Å, corresponding to a photon energy of 19.6 keV. Prof. 
Kocharovskaya’s section ends with truly exotic proposals 
for achieving gamma-ray lasers, a supreme goal included 
in the famous list of 30 important problems that was com-
posed by the Nobel Laureate Vitaly Ginzburg.

(5) What are the ultimate limits to temporal, spatial 
and optical resolution?

In their contribution, based partly on their own work, 
Robert Boyd, Miles Padgett and Alan Willner consider 
very sophisticated approaches to the question “exactly 
how much information can reliably be carried by a single 
photon?” For encoding information, they first consider 
orbital angular momentum states of light, and then more 
broadly the various degrees of freedom of the photon: 
polarization, wavelength, time bins and transverse spatial 
structure.

Together with his collaborators Ernst Rasel, Harald 
Losert, Dean Hawthorne, Gavriil Shchedrin, Iva 
Bezděková, Moochan Kim, Helmut Maier, John Neuberger, 
Marlan Scully and David Lee (shown in Figure 10), Prof. 
Schleich presents a stimulating analysis of each of these 
questions, which are currently under investigation by the 
groups credited in this section and its four subsections.

Ernst Rasel discusses the prospects for quantum tests of 
the equivalence principle with unprecedented sensitivity, 
using interferometry with Bose–Einstein condensates in 
microgravity, with reference to experiments demonstrat-
ing the high potential of this technique for probing the 
fundamental aspects of quantum mechanics and general 
relativity.

Figure 8.  frank Wilczek (nobel prize in physics, 2004) first 
proposed the idea of a time crystal. credit: Betsy devine.

Figure 9.  the lamb award: Wolfgang schleich (left) pictured 
with roy Glauber, the recipient of the lamb award in 2006 (and 
the nobel prize in physics, 2005). credit: institute for Quantum 
science and engineering.

Figure 10. Quantum optics scientists imported from condensed 
matter physics, general relativity and physical chemistry: david 
lee (nobel prize in physics, 1996), Wolfgang schleich (lamb 
award for laser science and Quantum optics, 2008), and dudley 
Herschbach (nobel prize in chemistry, 1986). credit: institute for 
Quantum science and engineering.
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the fundamental physics of biological systems on the 
molecular and atomic scale. He considers three principal 
issues: (a) How can intensity–intensity correlations and 
structured illumination be employed far beyond the dif-
fraction limit? (b) Quantum metrology: excitation with 
quantum light (entangled photons, squeezed light, …). (c) 
Quantum coherence for deep subwavelength localization 
and tracking.

(9) How can we solve (some of) humanity’s biggest 
problems through new quantum technologies?

Eli Yablonovitch discusses the issue of high efficiency solar 
cells, with the central principle “a great solar cell needs to 
also be a great light emitting diode”, and the additional 
point that the ability to create fuels would increase the 
size of the photovoltaic panel industry at least tenfold.

Goong Chen considers the many potential applications 
of non-linear science in this context, including those rele-
vant to aircraft and spacecraft and to climate change and 
global warming.

(10) What new understanding of materials and 
biological molecules will result from their dynamical 
characterization with free-electron lasers?

In this section, the emphasis is on the current spectacular 
capabilities of the X-ray free-electron lasers at Stanford, 
DESY, RIKEN and elsewhere. Diffraction before destruc-
tion permits the structure of a single molecule or nanopar-
ticle to become experimentally accessible, and the dream 
is that “movies” can be made by observing the behaviour 
of thousands of individual molecules that are successively 
observed.

(11) What new technologies and fundamental 
discoveries might quantum optics achieve by the 
end of this century?

Ronald Hanson describes the visionary possibility of a 
quantum internet – a network that enables the genera-
tion of entanglement between qubits at any two places on 
Earth, and which would have many far-reaching applica-
tions, including private communication secured by the 
laws of physics, synchronization protocols for enhanced 
time-keeping, and a means to link future quantum 
computers.

Alexei Sokolov discusses in substantial detail his pro-
posal for a “Maxwell’s demon for light”, which would 
provide a means for determining the entropy of light – a 
nontrivial issue.

Marlan Scully (shown in Figures 12 and 13) poses a 
series of very fundamental questions based on earlier 

N. I. Zheludev discusses the prospects for super-res-
olution imaging technology based on superoscillation, a 
phenomenon first described by Berry and Popescu, and 
inspired by an earlier analysis of Aharonov et al., which 
allows optical waves to form arbitrarily small spatial 
energy localizations that propagate far from a source. 
The author’s group has demonstrated resolution up to 
one sixth of the wavelength, with the technique recently 
applied in biological imaging.

(6) What novel roles will atoms play in technology?

Mark Raizen describes several ways in which atoms can 
be employed in important technologies, including one 
which has no parallel with electrons or photons and which 
was developed by his group: Magnetically Activated and 
Guided Isotope Separation (MAGIS), which relies on 
optical pumping of atomic beams and separation by 
magnetic-moment-to-mass ratios, and which will soon 
be employed in obtaining isotopes for medicine.

(7) What applications lie ahead for nitrogen-
vacancy centres in diamond?

Philip Hemmer describes the favourable attributes of these 
complexes which has made them attractive for diverse 
applications like sensing, imaging and quantum comput-
ing. He goes further in describing the search for related 
complexes that may have even greater promise, with the 
SiV and GeV centres in diamond each having specific 
properties that are superior to those of the NV centre.

Ronald Walsworth then provides a very detailed and 
stimulating description of the wide-ranging applications 
(already achieved or envisioned) for diamond NV col-
our centres as precision quantum sensors in both the 
physical and life sciences. They have already been used 
to study important aspects of proteins, biomagnetism, liv-
ing human cells and advanced materials, and they may 
play a role in a wide variety of other sensing and imaging 
applications for which they are perhaps uniquely qualified.

Surjeet Rajendran explains how crystal defects such 
as nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamond, paramagnetic 
F-centres in metal halides and defects in silicon carbide 
could assist in the search for weakly interacting massive 
particles (WIMPs) as dark matter candidates, by helping to 
determine the direction of WIMP induced nuclear recoils.

(8) What is the future of quantum coherence, 
squeezing and entanglement for enhanced super-
resolution and sensing?

In his contribution, Girish Agarwal emphasizes 
enhanced resolution in imaging and sensing to study 
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work of his and other groups: (i) Can amplification 
be achieved by (cooperative) spontaneous emission? 
(ii) Will tomorrow’s particle accelerators be based on 
lasers? (iii) Will new optical techniques enable us to 
go beyond the Rayleigh limit? (iv) How is quantum 
coherence in lasers conceptually related to the Higgs? 
(v) Why is the many particle Lamb shift divergence 
free? (vi) How does Bayesian logic impact quantum 
thinking? (vii) Can we use quantum noise to improve 
on biological efficiency and information process-
ing? Inspiration for the last question comes from the 
detected quantum beating in plant photosystem reac-
tion centre II by researchers in the Netherlands, Sweden 
and Russia.

(12) What novel topological structures can be 
created and employed in quantum optics?

N.I. Zheludev discusses “flying doughnuts” (electromag-
netic doughnut pulses), which have not yet been observed 
experimentally but can be generated from short trans-
verse oscillations in a singular metamaterial converter. 
Their nonseparable space-time dependence, which dis-
tinguishes doughnut pulses from the vast majority of 
electromagnetic waveforms, allows for novel schemes of 
information transfer and spectroscopy.

Finally, drawing largely on the work of his own group, 
Gennady Shvets gives a broad overview of topological 
photonics, providing context through a comparison with 
recent understanding of the role of topology in condensed 
matter physics. He points out that the three basic con-
densed matter systems supporting topological insulating 
phases –quantum Hall, quantum spin-Hall and quantum 
valley-Hall topological insulators – have all been emu-
lated in photonics, with potential for application in novel 
devices.

Figure 11. the relativistic quantum cowboy contemplates: what would you see if you rode a horse at the speed of light? credit: ernst 
rasel.

Figure 12.  cowboy physicists. Marlan scully with Vladilen 
letokhov in the late 1970s, at the scully “hbar” ranch in arizona. 
credit: institute for Quantum science and engineering.

Figure 13.  Marlan scully in cowboy country,  robertson 
county, texas, on the banks of the Brazos river. this 1000 acre 
ranch near texas a&M university is “quantum  +  cowboy”, with 
many research oriented activities. credit: institute for Quantum 
science and engineering.
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What will gravitational wave astronomy reveal 
about neutron stars? by Rainer Weiss

Neutron stars are enormously dense; with the mass of 
the sun in a radius of a typical large city, they are com-
posed primarily of neutrons. Although the space in which 
they reside is significantly curved, their dynamics is still 
influenced by matter, which makes them more difficult 
to understand than black holes and interesting in their 
own way.

Binary neutron star systems were known to exist after 
the major discovery by Hulse and Taylor of the observa-
tion of the radio pulses emitted by a binary pulsar system. 
The system gave the first measurement of the energy car-
ried away by gravitational waves, thereby settling the issue 
of the reality of gravitational waves. It also provided the 
first firm evidence for a source that might be observed by 
a gravitational wave detector; the coalescence of a binary 
neutron star system into a black hole. These are also possi-
ble models for short gamma-ray bursts which are detected 
at a rate of a few per month from all over the universe. 
We had expected to measure the gravitational waves from 
them as our first likely detections. To date we still have 
not detected any. [After this paper was written and sub-
mitted for publication, LIGO and Virgo announced the 
observation of a dramatic neutron star merger, as well as 
additional black hole mergers.]

When we measure the waveforms associated with the 
coalescence of neutron stars, we will obtain new infor-
mation about the properties of nuclear matter. One of the 
most interesting will be the stiffness of nuclear matter, the 
equation of state of nuclear matter, which will be measured 
through the tidal gravitational deformation of the two 
neutron stars as they closely approach each other during 
the coalescence. The deformation will leave a signature 
in the coalescence gravitational wave time series. In the 
process, we may also learn more about how the heaviest 
nuclei in nature (such as gold and tungsten) are formed. 
Current modelling of the collision of neutron stars shows 
a spectrum of oscillations of the nuclear material before it 
becomes a black hole. The oscillation frequencies occur in 
the 1 to 4 kHz band with the exact frequency depending 
on the nuclear equation of state. Special high frequency 
gravitational wave detectors will need to be designed to 
sense these oscillations.

Another possible source of gravitational waves asso-
ciated with neutron stars is the emission of a continuous 
gravitational wave from the rotation of the star. The star 
needs to have some kind of non-spherical character to 
do this; for example, a little mountain just a few centi-
metres high on the otherwise spherical star would suf-
fice, or a large magnetic field which has deformed the 
star into an ellipsoid for which one of the principal axes 

What is the future of gravitational wave 
astronomy? by Rainer Weiss, with Surjeet 
Rajendran and Ernst Rasel

Introduction by Rainer Weiss

The recent observation of gravitational waves from the 
merger of binary black holes has several significant con-
sequences. It has established that black holes can come 
in pairs and that they most likely dominate the gravita-
tional wave sky. The direct measurement of the waveforms 
(Figure 6) – the time series of the wave amplitude – has 
established that the Einstein field equations discovered in 
1915 work over a huge dynamic range from the weak field 
of Cavendish experiments to the dynamics around a pair 
of colliding black holes where stellar masses are moving 
close to the speed of light. They are a confirmation that 
the concepts developed in the middle of the twentieth 
century to directly measure gravitational waves are indeed 
valid. Most important, they are the first steps in what we 
hope will be a new way to explore the world around us 
– gravitational wave astronomy.

We expect that as with every other advance in observ-
ing the universe, much as was the case with the ability to 
look for the first time with radio waves and X-rays, gravi-
tational waves will provide new insights into astrophysical 
phenomena we know about, but also will make discoveries 
of entirely new things, some of which we may not have 
imagined. The waves are emitted by accelerating masses 
and do not get scattered significantly by matter. In fact, 
gravitational waves are the most penetrating radiation in 
nature; they flow out of stellar systems unimpaired and 
can cross the universe without being blocked or altered.

What will gravitational wave astronomy reveal 
about black holes? by Rainer Weiss

Start with the current discovery of binary black hole sys-
tems. We are not sure where they are made. Are they a 
result of the collapse of a heavy star after the nuclear fuel 
that maintains it has been exhausted, or are they produced 
by collisions in highly dense regions of stars called glob-
ular clusters that reside in many galaxies? Could they be 
the end point of the very first stars in the universe made 
primarily of hydrogen and helium? Or were they created 
in the very beginning of the universe – primordial black 
holes? The answer will come from observations with 
improved detectors. The binary black holes, since they are 
now moderately easy to see, could become standard astro-
physical systems to map the geometry of the universe with 
systematic problems that are quite different from those of 
the electromagnetic detection of supernova.

Black holes are the simplest compact systems we know 
about in nature. They are pure geometric objects explained 
by General Relativity.
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as the discovery of neutrinos from supernova 1987a (see 
Figure 14) as it will provide details of the bulk motion of 
the mass in the explosion. In order to make a scientific 
programme, however, it would be necessary to observe 
many supernovas, which means being able to sense many 
galaxies, and to achieve that would require a consider-
able improvement in detector sensitivity over present 
capabilities.

What information can be obtained from the 
stochastic background of gravitational waves? by 
Rainer Weiss

A source certain to be detected is the incoherent emis-
sion of many unresolved gravitational wave sources as 
one observes further into the universe – a background 
noise of gravitational waves. Studies of such backgrounds 
will give information about the population of the sources 
back in time as well as whether there was an evolution of 
the sources with cosmic time. The most dramatic of these 

is not along the rotation axis (similar to the earth whose 
magnetic dipole is not along the spin axis). This would be 
a wonderful source to test the basic ideas of gravitational 
waves such as the polarization and the propagation speed; 
it would also provide new information about neutron stars 
themselves.

What will gravitational wave astronomy reveal 
about supernovas? by Rainer Weiss

Supernovas are the explosion of stars when they begin 
to collapse due to the exhaustion of their nuclear fuel. A 
milkyway galaxy such as ours experiences a supernova 
about every 30  years. Depending on how non-spheri-
cal the explosion and resulting collapse of the star is, a 
supernova may be a significant source of gravitational 
waves. Since gravitational waves are so penetrating they 
would be an excellent way to find out what is actually 
going on inside the explosion. The observation of gravi-
tational waves from a supernova would be as important 

Figure 14.  the remains of supernova 1987a obtained by combining three observations from different telescopes/observatories 
(credit: nasa, esa and a. angelich (nrao/aui/nsf)); the individual images are displayed in the lower part of the figure. on the left, 
in the millimetre range (credit: alMa; eso/naoJ/nrao and r. indebetouw (nrao/aui/nsf), in the centre, the Hubble telescope 
measurements in the visible range (credit: nasa, esa and r. Kirshner (Harvard-smithsonian centre for astrophysics and Gordon and 
Betty Moore foundation)) and on the right, an image in the X-ray spectrum from chandra. credit: nasa/cXc/penn state/K. frank et al. 
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/stsci-h-p1708b-f-3000x2500.jpg

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/thumbnails/image/stsci-h-p1708b-f-3000x2500.jpg
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entirely on the improvement in sensitivity of the detectors. 
This is the case for all the sources of gravitational waves.

The detectors measure the amplitude of the gravita-
tional waves and not the power carried by the waves. As 
a consequence the detectable signal from a specific type 
of source varies as 1/distance and not as 1/distance2. That 
means that if one improves the sensitivity, S, of the detec-
tor by say a factor of 2, being able to look twice as deep 
into the universe, the number of sources one might expect 
to measure grows as the new volume of the universe open 
for the detection, a factor S3 = 23 = 8.

Simply running the detector for longer, for a time T, 
increases the number of events one expects linearly with 
time, much more slowly than making improvements in 
the detector.

For periodic sources where one integrates for long 
periods, the ratio of signal to noise grows with T

1

2 while 
it grows directly with S. For stochastic backgrounds of 
gravitational waves, the signal to noise improves as T

1

4 
while it grows directly with S.

Besides the ground-based large baseline detectors, a set 
of other detectors and ideas are being tried out to extend 
the spectral range of the field.

The ground-based systems measure phenomena with 
periods ranging from 10−4 to about 10−1 seconds. The 
short-period detections are limited by quantum noise in 
the light, while limits on the longer period are set by the 
noise from fluctuating gravitational forces due to seismic 
compressional waves and atmospheric density fluctuation 
which perturb the mirrors (and, in atom interferometers, 
the motion of the atoms). The sources in this band have 
been discussed above.

What will LISA reveal? by Rainer Weiss

The band from a period of several hours to a few minutes 
is going to be measured by the Laser Interferometer Space 
Antenna (LISA; Figure 15). The project is a joint effort of 
the ESA and NASA to detect the gravitational radiation 
using three spacecraft ranged by laser light configured 
as an equilateral triangle with sides 5 million kilometres 
in length. The system orbits the sun at the same distance 
as the Earth, but behind it at a Lagrange point (no grav-
itational gradients) of the sun/earth system. LISA will 
detect the gravitational waves from the collision of 105 
to 106 solar mass black holes throughout the universe, 
the radiation of smaller black holes falling into the large 
ones and the radiation caused by white dwarf binary sys-
tems in our own galaxy. Some of the ground-based binary 
neutron and binary black hole sources will be observed 
by LISA long before they come to coalescence. As a con-
sequence of which, it has important application to antic-
ipating when the collisions occur, and in preparation for 

background sources would be the gravitational radiation 
that might have accompanied the primeval explosion that 
generated the 3 K cosmic microwave background and the 
cosmological recession of the galaxies. If the current the-
ories of the initial formation of the universe are correct 
– inflation or other concepts where there is a rapid initial 
expansion of the universe – most likely the direct detec-
tion of the gravitational radiation from this early epoch 
is too small to be sensed by instruments and techniques 
currently being considered. One idea for very much later 
in the present century would be a space mission, a big 
bang observer, which might be configured to make such 
a measurement.

Can anything be said about unanticipated sources? 
by Rainer Weiss

It is worth highlighting what was mentioned in the 
introduction to this section: given the radical difference 
between the sources of gravitational waves, accelerated 
masses and the sources of electromagnetic ones, acceler-
ated charges, as well as the deeply penetrating nature of 
the gravitational waves, it would be remarkable if there 
were no new sources for gravitational waves – sources not 
triggered by our knowledge of the electromagnetic sky.

What developments can be envisaged in the near 
and long term? by Rainer Weiss

The long baseline interferometric gravitational wave 
detectors will advance in several ways in the short term. 
There are ideas by which the detectors will be improved 
in sensitivity by factors of 3 to 4 in the next decade and 
by possibly as much as another factor of 10 with new 
facilities (third generation detectors) in the next two 
decades. With such improvements, gravitational wave 
astronomy will extend into cosmological studies. In 
the nearer term is the prospect of more large-baseline 
detectors allowing better definition of the position of the 
gravitational wave sources on the sky and enabling the 
coupling of gravitational wave astronomy to the older 
and more mature field of electromagnetic observations. 
This will put the gravitational wave sources into their 
astronomical settings and improve the science (mul-
ti-messenger astronomy).

How important is it to continue to improve the 
sensitivity? by Rainer Weiss

Now that we have come to a threshold marking the 
beginning of gravitational wave astronomy, it is critical 
to continue the development of detector technology. The 
evolving science that can be accomplished depends almost 
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of the universe (inflationary epoch), a period more than 
1010 years ago. The idea is that these gravitational waves 
cause density variations in the cosmic plasma with quad-
rupolar symmetry. The density variations are associated 
with temperature fluctuations in the plasma. The hotter 
parts radiate electromagnetically into the colder parts, 
which then scatter the radiation in a polarized manner. 
(This Thomson scattering is much like the polarization of 
sunlight when it is scattered by density fluctuations in the 
Earth’s atmosphere.) When one superposes gravitational 
waves going in all directions through the plasma, a pin-
wheel like pattern of the CMB polarization is seen by a 
distant observer. The patterns are called B modes. Density 
fluctuations in the plasma due to the simple adiabatic tem-
perature fluctuations of the plasma at equilibrium make 
CMB polarization patterns called E modes, which have 
the polarization going around in circles or in radial lines 
around a point. The B modes are delicate and can be ali-
ased by polarized emission in objects between the earth 
and the surface of last scattering, such as dust and elec-
trons in our own galaxy. Furthermore, B mode patterns 
can be generated by E mode patterns that have been grav-
itationally lensed by interceding galaxies. Nevertheless, 
with care and enough ancillary measurements of the 
foreground emission, it is hoped that B modes induced 
by primeval gravitational waves will be found in the next 
decade. Should this occur, it will be a landmark discovery 
for cosmology as it allows us to look back to conditions in 
the universe at the moment of creation.

Could atom interferometers be useful in searching 
for gravitational waves between 10 mHz and 10 Hz, 
bridging the gap between LIGO and LISA? by Surjeet 
Rajendran

The strain caused by gravitational waves can be observed 
by measuring oscillations in the distance between two 
spatially separated objects. This requires inertial proof 
masses whose positions are decoupled from the environ-
ment and a clock that is accurate enough to monitor these 
oscillations. In laser interferometers such as LIGO, the 
proof masses are suspended from well-engineered vibra-
tion isolation systems, while the laser provides the clock 
necessary for the measurement. However, current lasers 
do not have the accuracy to measure the tiny strain caused 
by gravitational waves – in order to mitigate this problem, 
laser interferometers operate using two non-parallel base-
lines. In this scheme, the noise from the laser is common 
to both baselines while the gravitational wave strain is 
different. A differential measurement results in significant 
cancellation of noise from the laser while preserving the 
gravitational wave strain.

electromagnetic observations of the actual coalescence by 
both telescopes- and ground-based detectors.

Will pulsar asymmetries be observable through 
gravitational radiation? by Rainer Weiss

The gravitational waves with periods of years to fractions 
of a year will be observed by radio observations of devi-
ations in pulse frequency of galactic millisecond pulsars. 
With a good selection of millisecond pulsars distrib-
uted throughout the galaxy, gravitational waves passing 
through the galaxy will cause the pulsar rates to vary with 
a quadrupolar pattern on the sky. For example, millisec-
ond pulsars in the northern and southern sky will change 
pulse period in the same manner, say speed up, while 
those in the eastern and western sky will slow down. The 
technique called millisecond pulsar timing detection of 
gravitational waves will observe gravitational waves from 
the collision of monster black holes with masses as large as 
1011 to 1012 solar masses when galaxies collide as has been 
seen in Hubble telescope images. The technique may also 
uncover a stochastic background of gravitational waves 
with such long periods.

Will inflation be confirmed through its signature 
in the polarization of primordial background 
radiation? by Rainer Weiss

There are current measurements of the patterns of the 
polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) 
which may produce evidence for primeval gravitational 
waves generated by the rapid accelerations driven by 
quantum fluctuations at the time of the initial formation 

Figure 15.  the laser interferometer space antenna (lisa) is a 
joint nasa-esa project to develop and operate a space-based 
gravitational wave detector. lisa can detect gravitational 
wave-induced strains in space-time by measuring changes of 
the separation between masses in three spacecraft 5 million 
kilometres apart. credit: nasa.
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Terrestrial detectors for infrasound gravitational 
waves by Ernst Rasel

As discussed in the previous sections, the direct obser-
vation of gravitational waves heralded a new form of 
astronomy. Gravitational waves carry information about 
a large number of exciting phenomena, which range from 
mergers of massive binary systems comprising neutron 
stars, white dwarfs and black holes to the evolution of the 
early universe. These events create signals at rather diverse 
frequencies covering a broad spectrum.

The incredible resolution required for the detection of 
tiny ripples in space-time caused by gravitational waves 
was first attained with laser interferometers. Such inter-
ferometers measure changes in the distance between 
mirrors employed as proof masses, which are shielded 
by extraordinarily sophisticated pendula from the noisy 
environment. Today’s interferometers measure signals 
with frequencies comparable to acoustic waves of several 
tens to hundreds of Hertz [3–6]. These signals, persisting 
for only about a tenth of a second, stem from the very 
last second of binary mergers – the events are of such 
short duration that they make synchronous observation 
by standard astronomical instruments a challenge.

However, before the collapse, these objects emit sig-
nals in the infrasound domain, which last much longer 
[7,248]. Generally, many other fascinating astronomical 
phenomena create gravitational waves at much lower 
frequencies. For this reason, long-standing efforts are 
continuing to build detectors for this frequency range. 
The biggest hopes are for space-born laser interferom-
eters [8,9]. Indeed, only recently, the first laser interfer-
ometer was successfully operated onboard the satellite 
Lisa Pathfinder [10]. Lowering the frequency response of 
terrestrial antennas requires, however, new ways to over-
come the environmental noise masking the gravitational 
wave signals in present detectors. An extension of the 
frequency band of ground-based laser interferometers to 
the infrasound domain, as low as a tenth of a Hertz, would 
be spectacular indeed. This may be obtained by replac-
ing the proof masses in laser interferometers by atomic 
de Broglie waves [2,11,114] [12,115,116,295]. Progress 
in light pulse interferometry with quantum degenerate 
matter has inspired scientists to explore this novel path 
[13,140,159].

Are there new quantum phases of matter 
away from equilibrium that can be found and 
exploited – such as the time crystal? by Frank 
Wilczek

Symmetry and its breaking have been fertile themes in 
modern physics. In the context of relativistic quantum 

Recent advances in optical atomic clocks and atom 
interferometry may permit a new class of gravitational 
wave sensors that only require a single baseline. In these 
interferometers, the atoms can act as inertial proof masses 
and their internal energy levels can also be used to meas-
ure time. In this scheme, two atom interferometers sep-
arated by a distance L (see Figure 16) are operated by a 
common set of lasers. The atoms are exposed to the laser 
light at times 0, T and 2  T. The atom–light interaction 
causes the atom to change its internal state, resulting in the 
development of a measurable phase shift. This phase shift 
is sensitive to the arrival time between the laser pulses. 
In the absence of a gravitational wave, the relative dis-
tance between atom interferometers is constant and thus 
the arrival times of the laser pulses do not change. In the 
presence of a gravitational wave, the distance between the 
atom interferometers modulates, resulting in a differential 
phase between the two atom interferometers. Since the 
interferometers are operated by the same laser, the noise 
from the laser is common and is cancelled to a high degree 
in the differential phase [1], while the gravitational wave 
signal is retained [2]. In this scheme, the cancellation of 
noise from the laser solely relies on the constancy of the 
speed of light. The atom clouds themselves need to be 
decoupled from environmental activity – this could be 
achieved by simply dropping them in free fall (ballistic 
interferometers) [2] or by confining them to an optical 
lattice whose position is well engineered to be decoupled 
from the environment [138]. While the atom technology 
is not presently as mature as optical interferometry, rapid 
technological developments in this field may make single 
baseline gravitational wave detectors suitable to search 
for gravitational waves in the frequency band 100 mHz–
10 Hz between LIGO and LISA. 

Figure 16. laser interferometers. credit: surjeet rajendran.
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effect in its usual form is an imperfect time crystal [285], 
since the current is degraded by radiation (when the circuit 
is closed) and by resistive dissipation, but those limitations 
can be overcome in systems inspired by similar concepts.

Recently, a new and very interesting class of time crys-
tals, the so-called Floquet time crystals, was predicted, 
and then demonstrated experimentally [14,298]. These are 
driven systems, subject to a time-dependent Hamiltonian 
with period T, so H(t + T) = H(t). In different examples, 
they exhibit response which is periodic only with the 
longer periods 2T or 3T. Thus, the equations of a Floquet 
time crystal exhibit a discrete version of τ, but its response 
exhibits only a smaller (discrete) symmetry.

Other classes of time crystals have been predicted, but 
not yet observed. Prethermal time crystals [15] are closed 
systems which exhibit τ breaking for arbitrarily long, but 
finite, times; open time crystals [15] are a variant of those, 
allowed access to a heat bath, which can display perma-
nent τ breaking.

Exploration of time crystals is in its infancy. Many 
open questions suggest themselves. Are there time liq-
uids, glasses and quasicrystals? Are there space-time crys-
tals, exhibiting dynamical patterns? Can one classify the 
possibilities? What are the thermal and electromagnetic 
properties of these new states of matter? Indeed, all the 
questions that arise when analyzing conventional states 
of matter, and more, must be addressed anew for these 
new, dynamical states.

Quantum theory in uncharted territory: What 
can we learn? by Wolfgang P. Schleich

We often gain insight into the foundations and the limita-
tions of a theoretical framework by considering its inner 
workings at the interface with another one. Quantum 
theory is a perfect example for such a concept provid-
ing us with new ideas when considered in domains alien 
to it. In this section, we address phenomena which live 
on the seam connecting quantum mechanics with other 
branches of science. We have chosen four characteristic 
fields illustrating in a striking way our point: (i) classical 
electrodynamics, (ii) the classical-quantum transition, (iii) 
gravitation and (iv) number theory. For each of these case 
studies, we formulate in the form of a pregnant question 
a path out of the conundrum.

Can we create fractal radiation? by Wolfgang  
P. Schleich

The time evolution of a quantum state, dictated by the 
Schrödinger equation, can weave intricate structures 
in space-time. Indeed, the probability density of an 

field theory, they have guided us to formulating funda-
mental laws. They have also helped us to understand the 
possible states of matter, and to analyze behaviour within 
those states.

The classification of possible regular arrangements of 
molecules into crystals, and the recognition that physi-
cal properties of materials – including cleavage patterns, 
optical and elastic response, and above all band structure 
and quasiparticle behaviour – is an especially impres-
sive application. Here, the governing symmetry is spa-
tial translation. In the formation of a crystal lattice, the 
complete group of spatial translations is broken down 
to some discrete subgroup. (A full analysis should also 
include rotation symmetries, spatial reflection, and, when 
magnetic structure is involved, time reversal.)

Perhaps the most fundamental symmetry of all is time 
translation symmetry. It is the statement that the laws of 
physics are unchanging and eternal. Strangely enough, 
there does not seem to be a convenient shorthand for the 
seven-syllable phrase “time translation symmetry”; here 
I will call it τ (tau). τ is related, through Emmy Noether’s 
fundamental theorem, to the conservation of energy.

By analogy, it is natural to consider the possibility of 
states of matter wherein τ is broken down to a discrete 
subgroup. In that case, we may refer to a time crystal 
[251,284]. Whereas an ordinary (spatial) crystal contains 
an orderly pattern of molecules, a time crystal contains 
an orderly pattern of events [251,284].

A beating heart is a time crystal in the broadest, purely 
mathematical sense. But a heart is complicated to con-
struct, delicate, imprecise and needy of nourishment. It 
is an interesting question for physics, whether there are 
simple (i.e. well-characterized and reproducible), robust, 
precise and autonomous time crystals. Ideally, one would 
like to have systems that exhibit typical hallmarks of spon-
taneous symmetry breaking, such as long-range order, 
sharp phase transitions and soft modes, wherein τ is the 
relevant (broken) symmetry.

Although spontaneous symmetry breaking is an 
established and mature topic in modern physics, it is not 
entirely straightforward to extend that concept to τ [281]. 
Indeed, the usual heuristic to motivate spontaneous sym-
metry breaking is that a system will reduce its symmetry 
in order to minimize its energy (or, at finite temperature, 
free energy), but if τ is broken, then energy is no longer a 
useful, conserved quantity.

Nevertheless, there are physical systems which exhibit 
several of the hallmarks of spontaneous τ breaking, and 
thus deserve to be called physical time crystals. One class 
is related to the AC Josephson effect [285]. In that effect, 
a constant voltage, applied across a superconducting junc-
tion, produces an oscillatory response. The AC Josephson 
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What is the elasticity of spins? by Wolfgang P. 
Schleich, Harald Losert, Dean L. Hawthorne, Gavriil 
Shchedrin, Marlan O. Scully and David M. Lee

Revival phenomena appear in a wide variety of physical 
systems ranging [229] from Rydberg atoms, via the Jaynes–
Cummings model, to the Mott insulator phase transition. 
On first sight the periodic appearance [186,187] of bursts 
of free-induction decay in a mixture of 3He-4He seems to 
belong to this category of effects. However, we conjecture 
that they are a manifestation of Helmholtz oscillations 
[224].

This phenomenon is best illustrated by the example of 
an open bottle. The air inside the bottleneck and the elas-
ticity of the air inside the bottle represent a mass-spring 
system. An initial pressure difference between the inside 
and outside of the bottle leads to an excitation of this res-
onator resulting in air rushing back and forth through 
the bottleneck. If it would not be for dissipation these 
oscillations would continue forever.

In the same spirit, the experiments of Ref. [186,187] 
briefly summarized in Figure 18 rely on a container (bot-
tom) being connected by a thin and short pipe to a res-
ervoir (top) which is larger by a factor of 10. Completely 
filled with a dilute mixture of 3He-4He both cavities are 
immersed in a strong magnetic field H0 aligning the spins 
of the atoms. A coil around the small container at the 
bottom allows a complete inversion of the 3He-spins and 
establishes a nonequilibrium.

The surprising observation is the appearance of peri-
odic bursts of free-induction decay measured by this coil. 
Three characteristic features stand out: (i) There exists a 
delay between the preparation of the spins and the first 
occurrence of the signal, (ii) the bursts are fragile when 
a gradient field ∇H is applied orthogonal to the strong 
magnetic field H0 aligning the spins, but is not as sensitive 
when ∇H is parallel to H0, and (iii) the time scales involved 
are unusually long, of the order of seconds and even hours.

appropriately designed initial wave packet, when repre-
sented in a space spanned by the coordinate and time, 
displays infinitely many deep and narrow canals as well as 
sharp ridges that criss-cross each other in a regular way. 
These quantum carpets [256] emerge for example, in the 
quantum dynamics of a Gaussian caught in an infinitely 
deep potential well.

The canals exhibit an even finer structure [16] for a 
packet that is initially constant across the well. Indeed, 
due to the sharp corners of this mesa-shaped wave func-
tion the bottoms of the canals, as well as the cuts through 
the probability density along the two coordinates of 
space-time, are of fractal nature [17], with a Hausdorff 
dimension of 5/4 in the case of the canal along the main 
diagonal.

One possible application of such a fractal quantum car-
pet was the topic of a walk in Austin, Texas in the fall of 
1997 with John Archibald Wheeler. He suggested to one 
the present authors (WPS) to consider the Smith–Purcell 
radiation [254] from an electron running along a valley 
with such a fractal metal floor.

The idea for his suggestion originated from the opening 
sentence of the Smith–Purcell note [254]:

If an electron passes close to the surface of a metal dif-
fraction grating, moving at right angles to the rulings, 
the periodic motion of the charges induced on the sur-
face of the grating should give rise to radiation. A sim-
ple Huygens construction shows the fundamental wave 
length to be… proportional to the distance between the 
rulings.

Since the periodicity of the grating determines the wave 
length of the light, a grating with many periods, and in 
particular, of fractal nature, should lead to light with “frac-
tal frequencies”. Unfortunately, the task of calculating this 
radiation has never been completed and we need to ask the 
question summarized in Figure 17: Can we map the fractal 
behaviour of a metal surface onto the frequency space of 
light, thereby achieving “fractal radiation”?

Figure 17. fractal smith–purcell radiation emitted by an electron passing by a rough metal surface provided for example by a fractal 
quantum carpet. credit: Harald losert.
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[147]. However, this problem corresponds to answering 
the question posed at the beginning of this section.

Is the event horizon of a black hole a beam splitter? 
by Wolfgang P. Schleich, David M. Lee, Marlan  
O. Scully and Anatoly Svidzinsky

In 1973, Jacob Bekenstein conjectured [18] that the 
entropy of a black hole is proportional to the ratio of its 
surface area determined by the event horizon, and the 
square of the Planck length. This fact is closely related 
[246] to the observation that the radiation emitted from 
an accelerated particle [245] or a black hole [106] is that 
of a black body.

Bekenstein also calculated [19] the quantum state of 
the electromagnetic field emitted by a black hole provided 
n photons are scattered off it. It is interesting that this 
grey-body radiation follows from a simple model [20] of 
the black hole with the event horizon serving as a beam 
splitter.

Indeed, two input modes and two output modes suffice 
to explain the essential features of grey-body radiation. 
The quantum states of the input modes are an n-photon 
state and a thermal state. If one of the two output modes 
is absorbed, we obtain in the other mode the Bekenstein 
radiation.

The reflection and transmission coefficients of the 
beam splitter follow from the matching of the in- and 
outgoing modes of the electromagnetic field at the event 
horizon with the familiar logarithmic phase singularity 
[148]

 

following from the differential equation
 

Here, ψ is the approximate solution of the radial scalar 
wave equation in the presence of the Schwarzschild met-
ric in the neighbourhood of the Schwarzschild radius r0. 
Moreover, κ contains the parameters defining the black 
hole.

It is interesting to note that the same singularity arises 
[109] in the context of tunnelling through a quadratic 
potential barrier when analyzed in rotated quadrature 
rather than position eigenstates. Indeed, the time-inde-
pendent Schrödinger equation expressed in the rotated 
phase space variables is identical to Equation (2).

Moreover, the differential equation Equation (2) on 
the real line rather than in the complex plane determines 
[189] the Stefan–Boltzmann law of black-body radiation, 
thereby connecting classical electrodynamics and classical 
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We propose that the origin of this phenomenon is the 
formation [202], and the motion [107] of a domain wall 
separating the spins being up from the ones being down 
prepared by the initial pulse. Most likely the domain wall 
is formed in the pipe connecting the two cavities. The 
nonequilibrium state together with the disparity in the 
reservoir sizes forces the wall to move towards the smaller 
cavity with the spins down flipping up as it progresses.

When the wall leaves the pipe and enters the lower cav-
ity it is faced with a majority of spins being down. It first 
flips them but then has to succumb to the overwhelming 
majority. This dissipation of the domain wall is followed 
by a diffusion process resulting in a reflipping of the spins 
in the tube, and the domain wall retreats to the tube.

The process repeats itself until the spin exchange 
approaches an equilibrium with a non-moving domain 
wall which significantly slows down the restoration of the 
initial state of the system, explaining the extreme lifetime.

Since in the pipe the domain wall is orthogonal to the 
aligning magnetic field H0, a gradient field ∇H orthogonal 
to H0 has a dramatic effect forcing the spins to get out of 
step as indicated on the left of Figure 18. In contrast, a 
gradient parallel to H0 has little influence since the domain 
wall is thin compared to the slope of the gradient, and the 
spins remain in phase.

The crucial step in obtaining a complete understand-
ing of this phenomenon is to translate the mass-spring 
model of the Helmholtz oscillation into the movement 
and dissipation of the spin wave. The task is to extract it 
from the non-linear spin diffusion equation of Leggett 

Figure 18.  Helmholtz oscillations in a dilute mixture of liquid 3 

He-4He explained by the formation and motion of a domain wall 
(left) in the narrow pipe connecting the top and the bottom 
container. this wall separates the spins which are aligned with 
the strong homogeneous magnetic field H0 from the ones which 
are oriented against it due to an initial π-pulse created by a coil 
around the bottom container. the difference in size of the spin 
systems as well as their elasticity leads to an oscillatory motion 
of the wall detected by the coil as a current. the wall is strongly 
influenced by a gradient magnetic field ∇H when aligned 
orthogonal to H0. credit: Harald losert.
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a Hermitian, self-adjoint operator. Recently, motivated by 
PT symmetry such an operator has been proposed [21].

It is interesting that a point of view based on quantum 
dynamics rather than quantum kinematics yields insight 
into the distribution of the non-trivial zeros. Indeed, the 
probability amplitude for a time-evolved wave packet to 
contain its initial state represents [22] ζ, provided we deal 
with a logarithmic energy spectrum, and an initial thermal 
phase state determined by this spectrum.

This realization of ζ by a single quantum system is only 
possible for 1 < σ. In order to deal with the zeros in ques-
tion, we need to consider the superposition of two such 
wave packets moving in phase space in opposite direc-
tions. However, in this case a physical realization requires 
two entangled oscillators rather than a single one. In this 
sense, the analytical continuation of ζ into the domain 
of the complex plane to the left of σ = 1 is analogous to 
entanglement.

More insight into the properties of ζ, and its non-trivial 
zeros springs [182,183] from the Newton flow of ζ which 
brings to light the lines of constant phase of a function by 
the inverse of the logarithmic derivative of the function. 
In this approach, the zeros are sinks of the flow, and the 
sources are either the poles, or are located in infinity.

Although the emerging patterns for ζ are aesthetically 
appealing they are rather convoluted. A much more sym-
metric structure emerges when we consider the product

 

where Γ denotes the Gamma function.
In this case, the flow lines are (i) symmetric with respect 

to the critical line, (ii) always approach it from σ = ± ∞ 
and (iii) there the phase of ξ increases without a bound.

Every flow line has to eventually terminate in a zero. 
However, when there is more than one zero flow lines 
exist that go first through the zero of the first derivative 
and only then approach the zero of the function. These 
curves shown in Figure 20 in green serve as continental 
divides for the flow and are called separatrices.

In Ref. [230] we have shown that if the phase difference 
between two consecutive separatrices is π all zeros of ξ, 
and thus of ζ, are simple zeros, and are located on the crit-
ical line. Hence, in this dynamical approach towards the 
Riemann Hypothesis the crucial question remains: How 
can we identify the separatrices in the sea of flow lines? 
Are the contour lines that is, the lines of constant height 
of ξ depicted in Figure 20 in magenta, a possible indicator?

Quantum tests of the equivalence principle with 
unprecedented sensitivity by Ernst Rasel

Einstein’s very successful theory of general relativity is 
built on the equivalence principle [287]. It claims that the 

(3)�(s) ≡ �−s∕2(s − 1)Γ(s∕2 + 1)� (s)

thermodynamics. It is amazing that these two classical 
theories suffice to derive, apart from a numerical fac-
tor, this quantum law which involves Planck’s constant 
explicitly.

Why not employ the beam splitter model which was 
already successful in rederiving the celebrated Bekenstein 
formula to obtain the entropy of a black hole? In this case, 
we replace the n-photon state by the vacuum, and the 
grey-body radiation by the Hawking radiation corre-
sponding to a thermal state of density operator ρ’th. We 
again absorb the field in the other outgoing mode but 
search for the state ρth of the input mode leading to ρ’th 
in the outgoing mode. This must be a thermal state of a 
larger photon number.

Hence, the entropy of this beam splitter arrangement 
shown in Figure 19 should be that of a thermal state. The 
temperature is fixed by the mode matching at the horizon. 
One question remains: Does this idea lead to the desired 
formula?

Do continental divides of the Newton flow offer a 
path towards the Riemann Hypothesis? by Wolfgang 
P. Schleich, Iva Bezděková, Moochan B. Kim, Helmut 
Maier and John W. Neuberger

On 8 August 1900, David Hilbert introduced ten of his 
famous 23 problems in mathematics at the International 
Congress of Mathematicians. At that time, none of them 
had been solved. Even today some are still unsolved, 
such as the problem number eight which deals with the 
Riemann Hypothesis: all non-trivial zeros of the Riemann 
zeta function ζ = ζ(s) of the complex argument s ≡ σ + iτ 
lie on the critical line determined by the real part ½.

Closely related to the Riemann Hypothesis is the 
Hilbert–Pólya Conjecture, according to which the imag-
inary parts of these zeros correspond to the eigenvalues of 

Figure 19. Model of a black hole as a beam splitter to obtain the 
Bekenstein entropy formula. Here, the two input modes are in 
the vacuum state |0 > and a thermal state ρth of a given average 
number of photons, and the output modes are either absorbed or 
in a thermal state ρ’th corresponding to a number of photons that 
is smaller than of ρth. credit: Harald losert.
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gravitational acceleration during free fall is universal, i.e. 
independent of the composition of attracting bodies. This 
feature makes gravity special amongst forces as it can be 
locally absorbed in space-time geometry. The simplicity 
of Einstein’s theory is an appealing argument to trust in 
this postulate. This view might change, if one considers 
the challenge to reconcile gravity and quantum mechan-
ics. So far, no theory masters this task in a satisfactory 
way. It might well be that a theory unifying all forces will 
lead to tiny violations [23, 24, 286,163,223,266,302]. Other 
caveats relating to the validity of the postulate stem from 
cosmology and particle physics (STE-QUEST Assessment 
Study Report [255], 2013). Since its formulation, the pos-
tulate has been scrutinized by increasingly sophisticated 
experiments [286], and so far, pendula [228] and laser 
ranging of the Earth and moon [288] set the most rigorous 
bounds. As we write, in 2017, the MICROSCOPE satellite 
is orbiting around the Earth to perform the most stringent 
test to date by comparing the free fall of test masses to 
parts in ten to the power of 15 [272].

Matter wave interferometers can probe how grav-
ity acts on the superposition of de Broglie waves and 
promise new insights and more stringent tests. These 
experiments have several interesting implications. 
They are performed with ensembles representing pure 
spin states and generally the species of choice can be 
employed both in atomic clocks and interferometers 
enabling tests of the universality of free fall as well as of 
the redshift. Both cases have the equivalence principle 
as a common root according to Schiff ’s conjecture (STE-
QUEST Assessment Study Report [255], 2013). Starting 
from first proof-of-principle demonstrations laying 
the foundations for this research field at the interface 
between quantum mechanics and gravity [26,27,192], 
recent initiatives started to perform more stringent tests 
[28,170,231,263,275,300].

Novel methods (STE-QUEST Assessment Study Report 
[255], 2013) [13,29,98,105,140,149,302,220,221,233,261, 
274,303] show great promise that quantum tests will not 
only reach the same level of performance as their classical 
counterparts, but that they may ultimately attain accura-
cies in the range 10 to the power of 17 to 18 [309].

What are the ultimate limits for laser photon 
energies? by Olga Kocharovskaya

The wavelength of radiation fundamentally limits spatial 
resolution. Therefore, shortening of the wavelength leads 
to new records in all fields where high spatial resolution 
and precision are required, including microscopy, nano-
technology, tomography, imaging, lithography, and so on. 
Shortening the wavelength means increasing the laser 
frequency and photon energy, resulting in much easier 

Figure 20. Geometrical approach towards the riemann Hypothesis 
based on the lines of constant phase (grey curves) and of constant 
height (magenta curves) depicted in the complex plane s ≡ σ + iτ 
of ξ = ξ(s) in the neighbourhood of the critical line σ = ½. the flows 
to the individual zeros (grey dots), in this domain of τ-values all 
located on the critical line, are separated by continental divides 
(green lines) which merge with the critical line in points where the 
first derivative of ξ vanishes. credit: iva Bezděková.
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additional rather stringent requirement. Namely, the sin-
gle-pass net gain should be reasonably high, (G − 𝛽)L ≫ 1, 
where L is the length of an amplifying medium.

In spite of all these seemingly insurmountable prob-
lems, the persistent research efforts of the scientific com-
munity to shorten the laser wavelength during the last 
half century have led to a variety of lasers operating in the 
extreme ultraviolet and even X-ray ranges. The shortest 
laser wavelength achieved is 0.6 Å (SACLA, Japan). This 
corresponds to a photon energy 19.6 keV (which is about 
20 000 times larger than the energy of an optical photon). 
What are the radically new approaches that led to such 
remarkable progress?

Currently, there are three types of lasers in the XUV 
(50 nm – 15 nm) and soft-X-ray (15 nm – 1 nm) ranges: 
(i) the table-top lasers based on population inversion 
between energy levels of ions in plasma, (ii) the large-
scale soft-X-ray free-electron lasers based on collective 
synchrotron emission of high-quality electron-bunch 
trains accelerated to relativistic energies (~ 1 GeV) and 
wiggling in the periodic magnetic field of a long undu-
lator and (iii) the secondary lasers based on population 
inversion at an atomic inner-shell transition produced by 
the radiation of the X-ray free-electron laser.

There are two different types of table-top plas-
ma-based X-ray lasers: recombination lasers with pump-
ing via a three-body collisional recombination process 
and collisional lasers with pumping by electron colli-
sional excitation [260,208]. Interestingly, the building of 
a rather wide range of such plasma-based X-ray lasers is 
itself attributable to the development of the high power 
ultrashort IR and optical lasers widely used for produc-
tion of plasma with the required parameters. In particu-
lar, the recombination X-ray lasers rely on fast optical 
laser ionization via tunneling, resulting in a complete 
stripping of all electrons without appreciable heating 
[260]. The shortest wavelength currently achieved in 
the recombination lasers is 4.03  nm [259]. The pulse 
duration in the table-top plasma lasers is longer than a 
picosecond. The pulse energy and the pulse repetition 
rate in the collisional plasma X-ray lasers are as high as 
several  mJ and 100  Hz, respectively [208]. Such plas-
ma-based X-ray lasers have found numerous applica-
tions in chemistry, biology, medicine, nanoscience and 
material science [260,208].

Much shorter, up to several femtosecond pulses have 
been produced by soft X-ray free-electron lasers with a 
pulse energy of a few hundred μJ and a repetition rate of 
10 - 100 Hz [232]. The temporal coherent properties of 
such lasers are not very good owing to the shot noise in the 
electron bunch. The pulses are not Fourier-transform lim-
ited and differ from each other essentially in their inten-
sity, temporal structure and spectral content. Seeding by 

detection of photons owing to the reduced background 
noise and higher signal-to-noise ratio.

However, there are some fundamental difficulties in 
reducing the laser wavelength to extreme ultraviolet  
(EUV or XUV)(50 nm – 15 nm), X-ray (15 nm - 0.1 Å) 
and gamma ray (< 0.1 Å) ranges and, accordingly, in 
increasing the photon energy to much higher values 
than 1 eV. Indeed, in their seminal paper “Infrared and 
Optical Masers” Charles Townes and Arthur Schawlow 
[226] noted:

Unless some radically new approach is found, they 
[maser systems] cannot be pushed to wavelengths much 
shorter than those in the ultraviolet region.

To appreciate the difficulties, it is necessary to recall 
that light amplification by stimulated emission of radi-
ation (LASER) requires prevalence of the stimulated 
emission over the stimulated absorption, which implies 
a higher population of an upper energy state over a lower 
energy one: n

2
> n

1
, i.e. a population inversion at the cor-

responding lasing transition. The latter condition requires 
an incoherent pump with a rate higher than a decay rate 
of the upper state. In the case of pumping by incoherent 
radiation, this condition requires a sufficiently large flux 
P of incoherent photons, P >

1

𝜎
res
T
1

, where �
res

 is a resonant 
cross section of the field–matter interaction and T

1
 the 

lifetime of the upper state. The resonant cross section and 
the lifetime decrease proportionally to the square and the 
cube of the wavelength λ, respectively, resulting in a rapid 
increase in the required pumping flux P ~ λ−5. The exist-
ing sources of incoherent radiation in the high frequency 
ranges, such as X-ray tubes, LINACs and synchrotrons 
simply cannot provide the required flux. Besides, popu-
lation inversion alone is not yet a sufficient condition for 
lasing. Indeed, the amplification requires a prevalence of 
a net resonant gain G over the off-resonant losses caused 
by the photoionization and Compton scattering, β, that is 
G > 𝛽, where the net resonant gain is defined as

 

Here Δ� is a radiative linewidth of the resonant tran-
sition and Δ�

tot
 is a total linewidth which includes an 

inhomogeneous broadening. In the case of poor radiative 
broadening, gain scales as G ~ λ2. Additional line broad-
ening mechanisms reduce the gain by a factor Δ�

Δ�
tot

, mak-
ing it very difficult to overcome the off-resonant losses. 
Finally, the very fast (from pico- to femtosecond) decay 
rate of the high-frequency atomic transition and radiation 
damage of mirrors by the flux of high-energy photons, as 
well as an absence of high finesse cavities in the high-fre-
quency range, make a single-pass self-amplified sponta-
neous emission (SASE) regime a necessity, leading to an 

(4)G =
�2(n

2
− n

1
)Δ�

2�Δ�
tot
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ultrafast electron dynamics in atoms, molecules and solids 
with a record high temporal resolution. The spectrum of 
the high harmonics generated extends into the soft X-ray 
[150] and even hard X-ray ranges (to more than 1.6 keV 
photon energy [199]). However, the part of the pulse 
energy contained within these spectral ranges was dra-
matically small, of the order of nano- or pico-J, and the 
subfemtosecond pulses have not yet been demonstrated 
by a direct measurement in the time domain.

In the hard X-ray range, there are two types of lasers, 
namely, the X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) and 
the atomic inner-shell lasers based on pumping by the 
XFELs. Currently, there are three XFELs operating in 
the hard X-ray range: LCLS in Stanford, U.S.A.s (up to 
11.2 keV photon energy), SACLA (the Spring-8 Ångström 
Compact free-electron LAser) in Hyogo Prefecture, 
Japan (up to 19.6  keV) and PAL (Pohang Accelerator 
laboratory) in Seoul, Korea (up to 2.5 keV). Three more 
XFELs are expected to start operation by the end of this 
year: the European XFEL in Hamburg, Germany (up to 
24.8 keV), the SwissXFEL in Wurenlingen, Switzerland 
(up to 12.8 keV) and SINAP (Shanghai Institute of Applied 
Physics) in Shanghai, China (up to 12.4 keV). The shortest 
wavelength of 0.6 Å is achieved at SACLA, although it 
is expected that an even shorter wavelength, albeit only 
of 0.5 Å, will be achieved at the European XFEL after its 
official opening in September 2017. The European XFEL 

a high harmonic source makes it possible to reduce the 
bandwidth and produce transform-limited pulses.

The secondary soft X-ray lasers are based on population 
inversion in the atomic inner-shell transitions and employ 
X-ray free-electron lasers for pumping. Such secondary 
sources have narrower radiation bandwidth than the pri-
mary ones. The first laser of this type had a wavelength 
of 1.46 nm (0.8 keV) at the K-shell transition in Ne+ ions 
pumped at 0.96 keV at the Linac Coherent Light Source 
(LCLS) in Stanford [201]. The only solid-state laser in the 
soft X-ray range was produced in silicon at 90 eV photon 
energy (wavelength ~ 8 nm) with pumping by a radiation 
at 115 eV at FLASH, DESY, Germany [31].

Also worth mentioning is the recent development of 
a different type of coherent sources of radiation in the 
XUV and soft X-ray ranges, namely, the high harmonic 
generation sources (HHGS) [32,33,141]. These sources are 
based on the highly non-linear process of phase matched 
high harmonic generation by incident IR, optical or VUV 
radiation in the noble gases or plasmas, caused by tunnel 
ionization followed by a recombination with the parent 
atoms or ions. In the XUV range, femtosecond trains of 
coherent pulses of ultrashort (~100 as) duration were 
produced [32,33,141]. Isolated transform-limited attosec-
ond pulses of several mJ energy have also been produced 
using the temporal or polarization gating techniques [34]. 
Such pulses have found many applications for studies of 

Figure 21.  artistic collage visualizing a future space-born interferometer employing Bose–einstein condensates (Bec) against a sky 
illuminated by the northern lights in sweden. the first Bose–einstein condensate in space was created aboard the sounding rocket 
Maius-1, launched from esrange, where this photograph was taken. Bec interferometers were proposed for satellite-based quantum 
tests of the equivalence principle like ste-Quest. the duration of the free fall in space interferometers can be extended considerably 
in comparison to that in ground-based experiments, resulting in an enhanced sensitivity of the quantum tests. the Bec interferometer 
data, formed by light pulses, was obtained with the Quantus-1 apparatus. credits: ahlers and schlippert (photograph) and ernst rasel.
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On the other hand, there is hope that the recently devel-
oped laser plasma wakefield accelerators may open a path 
towards compact XFELs [42,43]. With this approach, an 
intense laser pulse drives the plasma density wakes to pro-
duce (by charge separation) a strong longitudinal electric 
field that can reach a magnitude of a few 100 GV/m, dra-
matically reducing the length of the system. It still remains 
to improve the quality of the accelerated electron beams 
produced (to reduce the emittance, the divergence and the 
relative energy spread) sufficiently to demonstrate lasing 
based on such compact accelerators in the VUV, XUV 
and, eventually, X-ray ranges. However, once this goal has 
been achieved, such lasers could potentially be scaled to 
the gamma-ray range.

Another possible way to attain lasers in the gam-
ma-ray range is by producing a population inversion at 
high-energy nuclear transitions. The possible candidates 
for incoherent pumping are the sources of intense gam-
ma-ray radiation in 100 keV – 10 MeV photon energy 
range. They are based on the back Compton scattering of 
intense IR/optical radiation on the electron beams accel-
erated to relativistic GeV energies. Two types of sources 
of this kind have been developed, respectively, using tra-
ditional long RF cavity accelerators [44] and compact laser 
wakefield acceleration [195] [154]. The latter and most 
recent approach already provides similar or even superior 
results compared to the traditional technique.

Finally, it is worth mentioning an interesting theoret-
ical proposal, a positronium BEC annihilation γ-laser 

has the highest expected repetition rate of 27 000 pulses 
per second compared to 120 at LCLS and SACLA. The 
XFEL pulse duration is in the range 10 – 300 fs and the 
pulse energy is of the order of mJ. An intensity as high 
as 1017–1020  W/cm2 has been achieved, resulting in 
recent demonstrations of the second harmonic genera-
tion [35,252]. The product of the duration and the spectral 
width of the XFEL’s pulse is of the order of 100. Nearly 
transform-limited pulses of about 10 femtosecond dura-
tion were obtained at LCLS in a recently demonstrated 
self-seeded regime, resulting in a decrease of the band-
width by a factor of about 50 [36].

The shortest wavelength attained so far in lasers with 
population inversion at the inner-shell atomic transition is 
1.54 Å (8 keV). This lasing was demonstrated by pumping 
K-shell electrons in Cu atoms with 1.4 Å radiation and 
seeding with 1.54 Å radiation [294]. Both the seeding and 
the pumping radiation were produced by SACLA operated 
in a two-colour mode.

There are certainly many prospects for further devel-
opment of existing coherent sources in the X-ray range. 
For example, LSLC II (an upgrade of LCLS) plans an 
increase in the repetition rate of up to one million 
pulses per second. Shortening of the table-top X-ray 
pulses or amplification of the high harmonics in a res-
onant passive or active plasma modulated by an IR laser 
field could lead to intense attosecond table-top X-ray 
sources [37,38].

Building the secondary X-ray lasers with population 
inversion at the atomic inner-shell transitions pumped 
with XFELs may stimulate a revisiting of the gamma-ray 
laser problem, at least, for the photon energies below 
24 keV [39]. Note that, historically, when mentioning the 
gamma-ray laser, the reference is to a laser operating at 
the nuclear (as opposed to the electronic) transition and 
not necessarily in the usual gamma-ray range. In spite of 
considerable effort, the problem has remained unsolved 
for more than 50 years (see the reviews [40,135,211]). It 
was included in the famous Ginzburg list of 30 of the most 
important problems of modern physics [41].

What are the prospects for production of coherent 
sources in the gamma-ray range with a wavelength 
λ < 0.1 Å and photon energy ħω > keV?

None of the existing coherent X-ray sources (including the 
table-top plasma lasers, high-harmonic generation and 
XFELs) looks very promising for upgrading to photon 
energies much higher than 25 keV. Indeed, modern XFELs 
are based on RF linear accelerators (LINAC) accelerating 
electron beams to several GeV energies at a rate of MV/m 
and, hence, require lengths of the order of 1 km. Besides, 
these are very expensive state of the art facilities.

Figure 22. olga Kocharovskaya in her laboratory. credit: iQse.
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transverse spatial structure, we mean in the transverse 
momentum (i.e. direction of propagation), or transverse 
position of the photon.

Whereas polarization gives two degrees of freedom 
(that is, one can encode one bit of information using the 
polarization of light), carrier frequency (or equivalently 
wavelength) provides an extremely large information con-
tent, but it is not unlimited. This use of carrier frequency is 
known as wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM). For 
example, one can divide the optical spectrum into a large 
number of frequency channels of width δω. We let Δω be 
the full range of frequencies that is utilized. The number 
of degrees of freedom of such an encoding scheme is thus 
N = Δω/δω. This number can be very large, but we need 
to recall that the channel width δω cannot be smaller than 
1/T, where T is the time duration of the measurement. We 
thus find that Nmax = ΔωΤ, the conventional time-band-
width product. Note that if we were to use only a single 
channel, but of width equal to Δω, we would need a time 
duration no less than T′’  =  1/Δω to measure the pho-
ton. Therefore, if we use the same integration time T, we 
would obtain Nmax = Τ/ T′ which leads to the same result 
as before: Nmax = ΔωΤ [200]. We thus conclude that, from 
a conceptual point of view, there is no advantage to the 
use of WDM. However, WDM is widely and successfully 
used in practical communications, even though it does not 
allow one to overcome a time-bandwidth product (i.e. the 
Heisenberg limit). The practical advantage of WDM is that 
one utilizes the entire time-bandwidth product without 
the need for ultrafast modulators and similar components. 
Similar benefits accrue to other encoding methods as well.

As we mentioned above, one can also encode in the 
transverse spatial structure of the photon. The use of 
this degree of freedom to increase information content 
is known as spatial division multiplexing. This degree 
of freedom is independent of polarization or wave-
length and hence offers a method to increase further 
the information content of the link. There has recently 
been considerable interest in exploiting this spatial capa-
bility, and there has been considerable debate regarding 
the best strategy to adopt [46,47,299,304]. Various 
 proposals have been made regarding encoding in plane 
waves, in Laguerre–Gaussian modes (as illustrated in 
Figure 23), in Hermite–Gaussian (HG) modes, more 
complex patterns (known as photonic lanterns) or in an 
entirely different strategy in which the available telescope 
aperture is simply divided into multiple subapertures. 
Straightforward, rough order-of-magnitude calculations 
indicate that all of these methods generally provide the 
same information capacity. Specifically, the number N of 
low-loss channels that can be implemented is given by 
N ≈ (D

1
D

2
∕�L)2, where D1 (D2) is the diameter of the 

transmitting (receiving) aperture, λ is the wavelength 

with photon energy of 0.5 MeV [25,196,278]. However, 
all major stages of this proposal, including preparation of 
the dense gas of triplet positronium atoms, cooling it to 
the Bose–Einstein condensed state, transfer of the positro-
nium atoms from a triplet into a singlet state by chirped 
terahertz radiation from a powerful gyrotron source, and 
the subsequent stimulated electron–positron annihilation, 
need experimental verification and further study.

Following the above-cited careful conclusion made over 
50 years ago by the pioneers of masers and lasers [226], 
one may state that lasers can hardly be pushed into the 
gamma-ray range “unless some radically new approach is 
found”. At the same time, the impressive development of 
X-ray lasers provides hope that radically new approaches 
can be found.

What are the ultimate limits to temporal, spatial 
and optical resolution?

What determines the temporal and spatial 
resolution? by Robert Boyd, Miles Padgett and 
Alan E. Willner

There has recently been great interest in increasing the 
information capacity of quantum communications sys-
tems by encoding more than bit of information per pho-
ton. Recent work [165] has shown that it is possible to 
encode large amounts of data onto a single photon by 
exploiting the spatial degree of freedom.  This form of 
encoding creates new opportunities for both classical 
[277] and quantum [173] technologies. One specific 
implementation that has been demonstrated by a num-
ber of groups is the encoding of information in the orbital 
angular momentum (OAM) states of light, such as the 
Laguerre–Gaussian modes [45,142,173,273,277]. In recent 
work, some of us exploited OAM to demonstrate a free-
space quantum key distribution (QKD) system that carries 
more than one bit of information per detected photon 
[173]. More generally, by using a high-dimensional state 
to encode multiple bits on each photon, fewer photons 
may be needed to achieve a specified information transfer, 
with an overall potential reduction in energy consumption 
and/or increase in levels of security.

These spatial encoding ideas raise the more general 
question: exactly how much information can reliably be 
carried by a single photon? The answer to this question 
remains open; nonetheless, here we make a few comments 
based on our current understanding.

One can encode information in the various degrees 
of freedom of the photon: polarization, wavelength (or 
carrier frequency), time bin (which is not entirely inde-
pendent of wavelength), and, pertinent to our study, in 
the transverse spatial structure of the photon. By the 
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underpinned by the fact that a band-limited signal can 
oscillate arbitrarily fast for arbitrarily long finite inter-
vals, as in the Wigner representations of the local Fourier 
transform in the ‘phase space’. The Wigner function can 
have both positive and negative values, which causes sub-
tle cancellations in the Fourier integration over all of the 
function. In fact, this work on optical superoscillations 
was inspired by earlier analysis by Aharonov et al. who 
found that the weak measurement of a quantum system 
can have expectation values much higher than the spec-
trum of the operator [50].

Optical superoscillations were observed experimentally 
by the Southampton group in 2007 [120]. In a superoscil-
latory focus, only a small fraction of energy goes into the 
hotspot, while the majority of the light’s energy is distrib-
uted into a broad “halo” surrounding the hotspot. The area 
between the hotspot and the surrounding halo is often 
referred to as the “field of view”. Computer modelling 
shows that objects smaller than the field of view can be 
imaged in a scanning mode with resolution corresponding 
to the size of the hot spot. For instance a pair of 9 nm x 
9 nm holes in an opaque screen, spaced by 28 nm, can be 
perfectly resolved by a superoscillatory imaging apparatus 
operating at the wavelength of 400 nm, thus giving res-
olution exceeding one-tenth of the wavelength [214]. In 
the last few years, a practical label-free super-resolution 
imaging technology based on superoscillations combined 
with confocal detection has been developed and resolu-
tion up to one six of the wavelength has already been 
demonstrated [215]. This technique is now deployed in 
biological imaging [216].

So, wave optics as such does not impose any funda-
mental limit on optical resolution: the main challenges in 
using superoscillations for real-life imaging are techno-
logical. Indeed, although instructive algorithms to design 
a superoscillatory mask which generates arbitrarily small 
spots have been developed [119], such masks require 
complex grey-scale density and retardation profiles that 
cannot be fabricated with sufficient finesse by current 
technology, and less precise binary masks and pixelated 
spatial light modulators are used instead. Future develop-
ments in nanofabrication will hopefully overcome these 
problems. Another, and perhaps more serious, problem 
is to separate the desired weak signal coming from the 
subwavelength hotspot from the intense scattered light 
of the halo. In reality, one may have to deal with many 
orders of magnitude difference in intensity between the 
halo and the superoscillatory hotspot. For weakly scat-
tering samples such as a group of holes in the screen that 
is smaller than the field of view this is not a big problem; 
for larger samples, scattering from the halo can become 
a real limit for producing accurate images of the sample. 
Therefore, although superoscillatory technology does not 

of light and L is the distance between the sender and 
receiver. We note that the combination (D

1
D

2
∕�L) is 

the Fresnel number of the transmission link. Which of 
the various encoding schemes is optimum will depend 
on issues of available technology and operating param-
eters, and involves detailed consideration of the cir-
cumstances under which the communication link is to 
be employed. One crucial issue is the size and shape of 
the transmitting and receiving apertures; for example, 
one may want to avoid the use of square-shaped (e.g. 
HG) beams when using circular apertures. Other cru-
cial considerations include the availability of required 
components (switches, modulators, sorters), the nature 
of the aberrations present in the transmission channel 
(how these map onto the chosen modal set), and possible 
requirements of rotational symmetry of reference frames 
or alignment errors. The optimum choice of encoding 
method to maximize real-world performance remains 
an issue of ongoing investigation.

What can we say about optical resolution? by  
N. I. Zheludev

There is no physical limit to optical resolution – at least in 
principle. Precisely tailored interference of light diffracted 
from a mask can create an arbitrarily small optical hotspot 
(focus) which is not limited by the Abbe diffraction limit. 
This phenomenon is known as superoscillation and was 
first described for optical systems by Berry and Popescu in 
2006 [49] when they showed that optical waves could form 
arbitrarily small spatial energy localizations that propagate 
far from a source, and without the need for evanescent 
waves. They argued that existence of superoscillations is 

Figure 23. a laser pulse containing one or several photons (left) 
falls onto a computer-generated hologram. the diffracted wave 
(right) acquires twisted wavefronts and carries orbital angular 
momentum (oaM). each possible value of oaM  creates an 
independent communication  channel onto which information 
can be encoded. credit: Miles padgett.
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could provide a breakthrough in flux: magnetic stopping 
of supersonic beams, and a new method of cooling that 
only requires a laser for optical pumping of atoms, com-
bined with state-dependent magnetic kicks [205]. While 
optical pumping also uses resonant photons, a magnetic 
field gradient can be applied to spectrally broaden the 
atomic resonance, dividing the sample into optically thin 
slices. The above methods are also applicable to most ele-
ments in the periodic table, unlike laser cooling, which is 
limited to a small subset of elements.

There is a second limitation on atom optics, which may 
seem surprising given the great advances in this area and 
its application towards atom interferometry. However, one 
key element has been missing: an aberration-corrected 
lens for atoms. This is a crucial component in optical 
imaging and in the electron microscope, providing diffrac-
tion-limited resolution. Recent work on a pulsed magnetic 
hexapole offers a solution to aberration-corrected atom 
imaging, and may enable the development of a neutral 
atom microscope with atomic resolution [52]. Imaging 
of atoms with this new approach is illustrated in Figure 
24. The combination of nanoscale imaging with increased 
flux may also make it worth revisiting atom lithography.

There is another feature of atoms which has no par-
allel with electrons or photons: isotopes of the elements. 
Here, it is the nuclear properties of the atoms that are 
important, determined by a different number of neutrons 
in the nucleus. Most elements in the periodic table have 
multiple stable isotopes, while radioisotopes are created 
by nuclear transmutation or fission. Isotopes are a great 
natural resource, with life-saving applications in health-
care, such as imaging of disease, targeted cancer therapy 
and diagnosis of malnutrition with stable tracers. Isotopes 
are also used in industry, for instance, for oil and gas 
exploration, and for national security in detecting dan-
gerous materials. While there are already great applica-
tions in technology, isotopes are still a mostly untapped 
resource owing to the difficulty and cost of separation. 
The main method used today, the Calutron, was invented 
in the 1930s, and is very inefficient and expensive. This 
method relies on ionization of neutral atoms by electron 
bombardment, and separation by charge-to-mass ratio 
[156]. The only large-scale Calutrons in operation today 

appear to have a fundamental limit on resolution, it has 
a practical limit of the size of the sample that can be ade-
quately imaged. The colossal advantage of superoscilla-
tory imaging is that it is a far-field to far-field technique 
and it works without the need to label samples with dyes 
or luminescent quantum dots used in the STORM and 
STED super-resolution techniques. Also, no prior knowl-
edge of the sample or image deconvolution procedures 
are required. Moreover, being a linear technique it can 
be used with optical sources of very low intensity that 
are not harmful to living matter. Indeed, single photon 
superoscillations have been demonstrated [296].

What novel roles will atoms play in technology? 
by Mark Raizen

The past few decades have seen remarkable advances in the 
ability to control and cool atoms in the gas phase. These 
advances have been enabled by the method of laser cool-
ing, which produces ultra-cold atomic gases [171]. These 
atoms are then further cooled by evaporation, creating 
Bose–Einstein condensates and the so-called atom laser 
[131]. Current applications of atoms in technology include 
atomic clocks for global positioning systems, atomic inter-
ferometry for inertial navigation and remote sensing, 
atomic magnetometers for medicine, and ion beams for 
microscopy and nanofabrication [51,158,104,249]. Other 
applications, such as neutral atom microscopy and atom 
lithography have yet to cross over from basic scientific 
research to real-life applications. In our view, the future 
impact of atoms on technology hinges on two features: 
atomic flux and atom optics. The flux of laser-cooled 
atoms has been limited to around 109 atoms per second, 
by one factor: the optical density of resonant photons. As 
the optical density increases above unity, multiple scatter-
ing becomes dominant and the method of laser cooling 
fails as a result of collective instabilities. The flux of laser-
cooled atoms, together with the large loss of atoms during 
evaporative cooling, has limited the atom laser to a flux of 
around 105 atoms per second. These fluxes are very low, 
limiting the real-life applications of ultra-cold atoms and 
the atom laser. New methods are being developed as an 
alternative to laser cooling and evaporative cooling that 

Figure 24. imaging of metastable neon atoms using a pulsed hexapole magnetic lens. the complex pattern formed is easily recognized 
in the last frame (image courtesy of erik anciaux, raizen laboratory).
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improving it or finding a superior replacement is problem-
atic. Nonetheless there are existence proofs. Specifically, 
there have been recent reports of new colour centres in 
diamond with spin contrast of 50 % [146] and even 100 % 
[123]. Although these new centres do not have as long a 
spin lifetime as the NV, the benefits of single-shot readout 
would more than compensate in many applications. Once 
these new centres are properly identified and their spin 
contrast physics understood, the search for a NV replace-
ment can begin.

Originally, the NV was explored in the context of quan-
tum information applications, as a possible replacement 
for trapped ions/atoms. Here, it was postulated that NV 
must have the proper level structure for polarization 
selective spin-photon entanglement, as well as a cycling 
transition for single-shot readout. At cryogenic temper-
ature (below ~10 K), it was discovered that the NV did 
indeed have the required properties [194]. In 2011, sin-
gle-shot readout of NV centres was demonstrated at 4 K 
[212], opening the door to cryogenic quantum informa-
tion applications. However, like other solid-state optical 
emitters, the NV absorption line suffers from undesirable 
inhomogeneous broadening and even less desirable spec-
tral diffusion [213]. The prospects for overcoming these 
limitations were not good, because after many decades 
of research on solid-state optical emitters, only a handful 
were found that had small enough inhomogeneous broad-
ening to be interesting [55,267]. But all of these were based 
on weak optical transitions, and therefore detection of 
single emitters would be difficult. Fortunately, since spec-
tral diffusion of NVs was found to be very slow, resonant 
excitation schemes allowed for the effective elimination of 
inhomogeneous broadening [193], enabling experiments 
that had been out of reach for trapped atoms/ions, such 
as deterministic teleportation [193] and a loophole-free 
Bell test [112].

Recently another colour centre in diamond, the sili-
con-vacancy (SiV) has shown a remarkably narrow optical 
line with almost no spectral diffusion, yet with a strong 
optical transition [181,217]. Although in hindsight the 
requirements for such an optical emitter seem obvious 
(specifically inversion symmetry in a crystal host with 
minimal spin impurities) it was the discovery of the SiV 
that identified these criteria and opened the door to the 
search for alternatives to the NV. For example, the recently 
discovered germanium-vacancy (GeV) centre in diamond 
[253] has shown an even stronger coupling to optical pho-
tons than the SiV. This coupling is so strong that high 
cooperativity in atom-cavity coupling will be possible, and 
if a version with a longer spin lifetime can be identified, 
then it might actually replace trapped ions/atoms for many 
quantum communication/computing applications.

are in Russia, and even these machines were built over 
60 years ago. A new method was recently developed that 
is much more efficient than the Calutron, and will make 
isotopes readily available for technology. This method, 
Magnetically Activated and Guided Isotope Separation 
(MAGIS) relies on optical pumping of atomic beams and 
separation by magnetic-moment-to-mass ratio in a novel 
guide of permanent magnets [168]. This is more than just 
a long-term dream: the method will soon be implemented 
at a non-profit entity, the Pointsman Foundation, which 
will produce isotopes for medicine [53]. Within the next 
five years, production lines should be completed, assur-
ing a worldwide supply of key isotopes. One example is 
Ytterbium-176, which is the stable precursor of the radio-
isotope Lutetium-177, a most promising agent in targeted 
cancer therapy. Beyond existing uses of isotopes, new 
applications are under development. These include imag-
ing and treatment of heart disease with targeted radioiso-
topes, and inhibition of biofilms with pure beta emitters to 
reduce infection. We are on the cusp of an exciting era in 
which atomic isotopes will drastically improve our lives.

What applications lie ahead for nitrogen-
vacancy centres in diamond?

Computing and sensing by Philip Hemmer

Why has the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre in diamond 
shown so much promise for diverse applications like sens-
ing, imaging and quantum computing? Is it the fact that 
it can be spin-polarized with incoherent green light? Is it 
the fact that a single NV can be easily seen? Is it the long 
coherence time? Is it the fact that all of these work at room 
temperature? Certainly these are all essential for the most 
interesting applications but the NV is not unique in having 
these features.

Where the NV has been unique is having a large optical 
readout contrast that allows the spin state to be quickly 
determined, even for single NVs at room temperature. 
Ideally, the different ground state spins should produce 
as big a difference in fluorescence brightness as possible. 
Single NVs typically have a spin readout contrast in the 
range of 30–40%, where a spin contrast of 100% corre-
sponds to one spin state fluorescing brightly and the other 
not at all. Ensembles usually are in the range of 5–15% at 
zero magnetic field [54]. Basically, the NV is on the border. 
A higher spin contrast makes it easier to achieve single 
shot readout, which is so important for many quantum 
applications. Conversely a lower spin contrast leads to 
excessively long readout times and severely limits the most 
interesting applications.

Unfortunately, there are still questions about exactly 
why the NV has such a large spin contrast, and so 
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and other structures used in sensing and imaging of living 
biological cells and tissues.

Applications of NV diamond quantum sensors are 
rapidly advancing and diversifying, with translation of 
the technology into other fields accelerating, and com-
mercialization beginning. Some recent highlights and 
their future potential are outlined here. NMR detection 
of a single protein [155] and MRI of a single proton with 
Ångström resolution [262] may lead to structure deter-
mination of individual proteins and other materials of 
interest with atomic-scale resolution [30]. Noninvasive 
sensing and imaging of biomagnetism in living cells and 
whole animals with submicron resolution, e.g. see Figure 
25, provides a powerful new platform for studies in cell 
biology [145], genetics [204], brain function and disease 
[59,60,276], as well as lab-on-a-chip bioassays [61]. In vivo 
nanodiamonds, which have been used to map temperature 
and chemical changes in living human cells [143], may be 
applied in the near term to guide thermoablative therapy 
for tumours and other lesions, and in the longer term to 
monitor and even repair in vivo damage at the cellular 
and molecular level. Mapping of heterogeneous magnetic 
materials within primitive meteorites [62] and early Earth 
rocks (>4 billion years old) [63] with submicron resolu-
tion is already providing breakthrough advances in the 
understanding of the formation of the solar system and 
Earth. Similarly, imaging patterns of nanoscale magnetic 
fields is being successfully applied to a wide variety of 
advanced materials such as magnetic insulators under-
going spin injection [64], skyrmions [65], graphene [66], 
spin-torque oscillators and multiferroics. This method 
may fill a critical technical need in the exploration and 
targeted development of smart materials for challenges 
in energy, the environment, beyond Moore’s law infor-
mation processing, and more. In addition, robust bulk 

Imaging by Ronald Walsworth

In recent years, NV colour centres in diamond have 
attracted intense interest as precision quantum sensors 
with wide-ranging applications in both the physical and 
life sciences. Most prominently, NV diamond has been 
shown to provide a combination of magnetic field sensi-
tivity and nanoscale spatial resolution that is unmatched 
by any existing technology – including SQUIDs, atomic 
magnetometers and magnetic resonance force microscopy 
– while operating over a wide range of temperatures from 
cryogenic to well above room temperature in a robust, 
solid-state system [56,167,264]. Importantly, since NV 
centres are atomic-sized defects and can be localized 
very close to the diamond surface, they can be brought to 
within a few nanometres of the sample of interest, greatly 
enhancing the sample’s magnetic field at the position 
of the NV sensor (e.g. dipole fields fall off as 1/r3) and 
enabling nanometre scale resolution. For magnetic field 
sensing, one optically measures the effect of the Zeeman 
shift on the NV ground-state spin levels. Similarly, NV 
diamond can provide nanoscale electric field sensing via 
a linear Stark shift in the NV ground-state spin levels 
induced by interactions with the crystalline lattice [57]; 
as well as nanoscale temperature sensing via a change in 
the zero-magnetic-field splitting between the NV spin 
levels [58]. In addition, NV diamond has other enabling 
properties for both physical and life science applications, 
including: fluorescence that typically does not bleach or 
blink; ability to be fabricated into a wide range of forms 
such as nanocrystals, atomic force microscope (AFM) tips, 
and bulk chips with NVs a few nanometers from the sur-
face or uniformly distributed at high density; compatibil-
ity with most materials (metals, semiconductors, liquids, 
polymers et al.); benign chemical properties; and good 
endocytosis and no cytotoxicity for diamond nanocrystals 

Figure 25.  application of nV diamond magnetic imaging to cell biology. (a) transmission electron microscope (teM) image of a 
magnetotactic bacterium (MtB). Magnetite nanoparticles in the magnetosome chain appear as spots of high electron density. (b) 
nV diamond magnetic image of one MtB on the surface of the diamond chip, showing magnetic field patterns produced by the 
magnetosome with subcellular (400 nm) resolution. cell outline (in black) is from a bright-field optical image of the MtB. Wide-field 
magnetic images of many MtB in a population provide new biological information, such as the distribution of magnetic moments from 
individual bacteria in a particular MtB species. (adapted from [145].)
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The detection idea is the following – when the WIMP scat-
ters, the induced nuclear recoil creates a tell-tale damage 
cluster, localized to within 50 nm, that correlates well with 
the direction of the recoil. This damage cluster induces 
strain in the crystal, changing the energy levels of crystal 
defects such as nitrogen-vacancy centres. This level change 
can be measured optically (or through paramagnetic res-
onance) making it possible detect the strain environment 
around the defect in a solid sample. It is experimentally 
possible to create a high density of these  defects, and 
nanoscale resolution of defect properties has also been 
demonstrated [271] [68,122,143,210,305]. To identify the 
direction of a nuclear recoil, we can first use conventional 
WIMP detection ideas such as the collection of ioniza-
tion/scintillation to identify potential dark matter events. 
Once an event is identified, the defects in the vicinity of 
the event will be interrogated (for example, optically) to 
determine the strain environment, thus identifying the 
direction of the recoil (see Figure 26). If successful, this 
concept would open a new path to continue to probe the 
theoretically well-motivated WIMP. It would also be a 
novel application of a quantum sensor such as the spin of a 
nitrogen-vacancy centre for a particle physics application. 

What is the future of quantum coherence, 
squeezing and entanglement for enhanced 
super-resolution and sensing? by Girish Agarwal

Super-resolution imaging and sensing is a frontier of opti-
cal science and technology, offering untapped potential 
for unprecedented structural sensitivity and capacity to 
understand the fundamental physics of biological systems 
on molecular and atomic scales. At these scales, quan-
tum-mechanical uncertainty, superposition, coherence 
and possibly entanglement, will come into play. Quantum 
optical methods have been already applied to microscopic 
systems; however, they can now be extended to nanoscopic 

diamond and nanodiamond sensors are being developed 
for extreme environments, which could provide unique 
tools for sensing buried ordinance and natural resources, 
as well as navigation, underground, deep underwater, in 
conditions of extreme heat, radiation, pressure, etc.

Dark matter searches by Surjeet Rajendran

Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are a 
prominent class of dark matter candidates. These particles 
naturally arise in a number of theories of physics beyond 
the standard model and if they exist, it can be shown that 
production processes in the early universe will generate 
a cosmic abundance for the WIMP that is comparable to 
the observed dark matter density. There are a number of 
experiments presently underway to detect the rare scat-
tering of the WIMP. In these experiments, the WIMP (a 
particle with mass ~ 10 - 100 GeV) scatters off a nucleus, 
depositing a small amount of energy (~ 10  keV). This 
energy is detected using a variety of sensitive techniques. 
The next generation of WIMP detection experiments will 
be sensitive to the coherent scattering of solar neutrinos 
[67], creating an irreducible background for WIMP detec-
tion since the scattering topology of WIMPs and neutri-
nos is identical.

This background can be overcome if the direction of 
the nuclear recoil from a scattering event is identified. The 
direction of the solar neutrino flux is known while the 
dark matter flux should be isotropic. By vetoing events 
that correspond to incident particles emerging from the 
known location of the Sun, the isotropic dark matter flux 
can be identified. It is important to be able to measure 
the recoil direction at solid-state densities since large tar-
get masses are necessary to detect the small WIMP cross 
sections. Crystal defects such as nitrogen-vacancy centres 
in diamond, paramagnetic F-centres in metal halides and 
defects in silicon carbide could potentially be used to iden-
tify the direction of WIMP-induced nuclear recoil [206]. 

Figure 26.  (a) sectioned detector:  event identified by conventional methods. the section of interest is studied separately in (b). (b) 
superresolution techniques applied to sense the localized crystal damage optically. credit: surjeet rajendran.
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in vivo or in vitro, bio samples without damaging them. 
The benefits to be obtained using structured illumination 
in non-linear spectroscopy [108], like CARS (coherent  
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy), are under study.

There are developments in quantum optics whereby 
quantum emitters make it possible to obtain higher res-
olution. The key idea is that quantum emitters exhibit 
anti-bunching. Thus, using the measurements of the 
intensity G(1)(r) and the intensity–intensity autocor-
relation G(2)(r, r) in the image plane, one can achieve 
super-resolution, in the sense that one effectively replaces 
the point spread function (PSF) by its square in the signal 
A(2)(r) = (G(1)(r))2 − G(2)(r, r). This reduces the FWHM 
of the effective PSF by a factor of 

√
2 improving the res-

olution by the same factor. Making use of higher order 
correlations leads to further improvement in the res-
olution, scaling as 

√
N . For N = 2, this technique was 

implemented in wide-field and confocal microscopy set-
ups imaging distributions of quantum dots [175,234]. 
Clearly one will do even better by combining all of these 
different techniques, i.e. structured illumination, non-
linearities and the measurements involving, not just 
intensity, but all order correlations for quantum sys-
tems like membrane proteins and others. These newer 
techniques fall under the category of “Superresolution 
via Structured Illumination Quantum Correlation 
Microscopy (SIQCM)”. We have preliminary results on 
this new technique [72] which is expected even to work 
for the three-dimensional imaging.

A key result is that for linear low-intensity excitation 
and linear optical detection, the simultaneous use of struc-
tured illumination and correlations leads to a theoretically 
unlimited resolution power, with the improvement scal-
ing favourably as m +

√
m, depending on the correlation 

order, m. Figure 27 illustrates how correlations of different 

imaging and sensing, and pave the way towards quantum 
biophysics.

The developments in quantum optics can lead to much 
higher super-resolution. This is considered in three parts: 
(a) classical structured illumination and quantum correla-
tions; (b) quantum light for illumination with a variety of 
correlation and homodyne measurements; and (c) quan-
tum coherence to obtain nanoscale localization.

How can intensity–intensity correlations and 
structured illumination be employed far beyond the 
diffraction limit? by Girish Agarwal

High resolution is especially important in biology where, 
for example, one would like to understand cells at a nano-
scale. To achieve this, structured illumination [70,71] has 
been very widely used for resolution enhancement in bio-
imaging. Studies of this kind measure the mean inten-
sity of light and depend on the use of the signal, which 
could depend in a non-linear way on the illumination 
intensity. Now, considering a two-dimensional structured 
illumination I

str
(r⃗, t) = I

0
[
1

2
+

1

2
cos(k⃗

0
r⃗ + 𝜑)] with spatial 

frequency k⃗
0
 and adjustable phase φ, a linear response of 

the fluorophores, and ordinary intensity measurements, 
one obtains a doubled resolution by the principle of 
Moiré fringes. The illumination pattern and the inves-
tigated sample produce beat patterns in the object and 
the image plane such that initially unobservable spatial 
frequencies in reciprocal space are shifted by the amount 
k
0
=
|||
k⃗
0

|||
= (k2x + k2y)

1∕2moving them into the observable 
region, thereby making them accessible. In principle, this 
technique provides an unlimited resolution, albeit at much 
higher intensities. This is based on the non-linear response 
of the fluorophore emission. However, one would pre-
fer not to use intense beams as one would like to probe, 

Figure 27. (a)–(c) comparison of the observable regions in reciprocal space provided by ordinary structured illumination microscopy 
[siM], structured illumination quantum correlation microscopy [siQcM] of order two and three (left to right). the axes are normalized by 
the modulus of the highest spatial frequency kmax ≡ 1 transmitted through the imaging system. the green discs stem from the densities 
ñ(k ± k

0
), while the red and black discs originate from the higher harmonics arising in the siQcM different order signals. note that the 

size of the individual discs is enlarged from (a) to (c) (after [72]) because of correlations of different order.
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used extensively in many spectroscopic applications. It has 
provided unprecedented sensitivity in non-linear spec-
troscopy methods like CARS [191,244]. This coherence is 
a non-linear function of the intensities of the fields applied 
to create it. Thus, a structured light pump would produce 
localization capabilities [75,133,152] far beyond the dif-
fraction limit – specifically this produces localization at 
a scale of the order of �x = �∕�

√
1 + Ip∕Is, with Is and 

Ip being the intensities of the standing wave pump field 
(see Figure 28) and the weak probe field, respectively [75]. 
The physics of this technique is quite distinct from that 
of the Nobel prize winning work of Hell on STED [110], 
so it is rather surprising that the localization length has 
an intensity dependence which is identical to that which 
occurs in STED. Yavuz’s group at Wisconsin has already 
performed extensive studies of this coherence to produce 
localization at the scale �/13 for an ultracold sample of 
atoms [172]. The resolution achieved is quite significant 
despite the extremely complex nature of the ultracold sys-
tem. Additional improvements can be obtained using dif-
ferent types of structured illumination or using sideband 
modulation of the exciting fields [130]. Instead of atomic 
levels, one can use vibrational states and electronic states 
of a protein molecule (see Figure 28).

How can we solve (some of) humanity’s biggest 
problems through new quantum technologies?

Light, Energy, Civilization: What novel approaches 
can provide feasible clean generation of electricity? 
by Eli Yablonovitch

Civilization is presently in the hunter/gatherer mode of 
energy production. Nonetheless, the continual drop in 
cost of solar panels will lead to an agrarian model in which 
energy that is harvested from the sun optically will satisfy 
all of society’s needs.

order enable one to probe increasingly large Fourier com-
ponents, leading to super-resolution.

Quantum metrology: excitation with quantum light 
by Girish Agarwal

We considered illumination with a classical light in the 
previous section, however studies over the last decade 
have shown how the resolution capabilities of an interfer-
ometer can be improved through excitation with a quan-
tum light [73,136,137,179,218]. These studies have also 
demonstrated superresolution as well as supersensitivity. 
The supersensitivity results from the use of entangled pho-
ton pairs in a novel way.

The entangled photons are produced by a down-con-
verter, which can even be seeded to take advantage of both 
coherent and entangled light [136]. Several experiments 
have demonstrated the superresolution and supersensi-
tivity with entangled photons [179,218,222]. In an inter-
esting bio-application, entangled photons were used to 
measure the concentration of blood protein [74]. One can 
also use quantum correlations of higher order to produce 
results similar to those obtained with NOON states with-
out actually using NOON states [268]. Newer possibilities 
to get the phase information would be to combine the 
intensity correlation spectroscopy with homodyne meas-
urements or utilize orbital angular momentum of the elec-
tromagnetic fields [124]. Further one can use strongly 
squeezed light with 8–10  dB squeezing. This has been 
used for example in the ultrasensitive measurement of 
the displacement of a cantilever, and for sensitive track-
ing of a biological particle [198,265]. This can be done in 
four wave mixing processes which are especially efficient 
in atomic vapours. Another intriguing possibility is to 
arrange down-converters in an interferometric configu-
ration [121,197] to make an SU[1,1] interferometer which 
can give superresolution and supersensitivity. Guided by 
the success of structured illumination in classical micros-
copy, one would think that making a quantum light, with 
a mode function with spatial structure can surpass what 
has been achieved so far. Clearly quantum light is going to 
contribute to a whole lot of ultra precision measurements 
leading to both fundamental science and applications in 
diverse fields.

Quantum coherence for deep subwavelength 
localization and tracking by Girish Agarwal

The discovery of coherent population trapping [306] is 
highly significant as it opens up the possibility of produc-
ing coherence between levels that belong to the ground 
manifold, and thus have very little decoherence, leading 
to long-lived quantum coherence. Quantum coherence is 

Figure 28.  (left) energy diagram for coherent population 
trapping using vibrational, |2> and |3>, and electronic, |1>, 
states of a molecule. (right) Modulated standing wave excitation 
for enhanced spatial resolution imaging. credit: Girish agarwal; 
redrawn after [75].
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surfaces is still in its infancy. Even if H2 were the only 
electrolysis product, there are industrial methods of using 
H2 to reduce CO2, and make useful liquid fuels, among 
many other materials.

The ability to create fuels would increase the size of 
the photovoltaic panel industry at least tenfold, allowing 
the adoption of new cell technology that is better than 
the current outdated 1950s crystalline silicon solar cell 
technology.

Thus, we see that the application of optical science 
in making solar cells more efficient, and lower in cost, 
will produce a revolution in mankind’s energy source, 
playing a role analogous to the agricultural revolution of 
10,000 years ago.

What are the applications of non-linear science and 
what potential do they have? by Goong Chen

Linear science is based on the premise that the input–
output relation is proportional. This way of thinking is 
intuitive, rational and powerful. However, it works mostly 
only locally and, much of the time, only within a small 
range and/or scale. The theory of linear systems has gone 
through several centuries of development already and has 
now reached a saturation point. A great majority of sys-
tems in natural and social sciences are actually non-linear. 
A modern scientist, engineer and mathematician must be 
able to “think nonlinearly” in problem-solving.

In interplanetary exploration, for example, when 
attempting to reach a far distant planet, “linear thinking” 
would engender the need to build ever larger and more 

Solar panels are optical. By recognizing the optical 
physics in solar cells, scientists are, for the first time, 
approaching the theoretical limit of ~33.5% efficiency 
from a single bandgap.

At the same time, solar panels have dropped in price 
by a factor of about three per decade, for the last four 
decades, cumulatively amounting to an approximately one 
hundred-fold reduction in real price. Since solar panels are 
manufactured in factories under controlled conditions, 
where continuous improvement is possible, these pan-
els will continue to drop in price until solar electricity 
becomes the cheapest form of primary energy (likely to 
occur around 2030). At that point, solar electricity will 
become cheap enough to be converted into fuels, which 
can be stored summer-to-winter. The creation of fuel 
requires panels that are three to four times cheaper than 
today’s already depressed solar panel cost, while main-
taining the highest efficiency.

The highly successful petroleum industry is over 
150 years old. It has taken advantage of technology, but it 
appears resistant to disruptive technical changes that could 
sweep it away, as so many industries have been irrevocably 
changed or entirely eliminated by the advance of tech-
nology. Nonetheless, the application of solar electricity to 
create fuel could sweep away the petroleum exploration 
industry, which I call the “hunter/gatherer” mode.

Future solar cells will all have direct bandgaps, allowing 
them to be very thin. The cost of the material elements 
composing the cell will be small, since a film as thin as 
100  nm can fully absorb sunlight using light trapping. 
Even if the chemical elements were to be expensive, there 
would be so little material used in such thin photovol-
taic films, that the cost would be low. Indeed, there are 
methods to produce free-standing single crystal thin films, 
economically.

The key to high performance from a solar cell is external 
luminescence efficiency, an insight which has produced 
record open circuit voltage and power efficiency. This has 
everything to do with light extraction, in agreement with 
the mantra, “a great solar cell needs to also be a great 
light emitting diode”. The scientific principle behind this 
counter-intuitive requirement for luminescent emission 
is illustrated in Figure 29.

With high efficiency, and low cost, in hand, by follow-
ing the scientific principle in Figure 29, solar electricity 
will be brought from the open field to nearby locations 
where it will be used for electrolysis of CO2 solutions, 
and the recycling of atmospheric carbon. There have been 
great strides in electrolysis which can produce various 
proportions of H2, CH4 and higher hydrocarbons as prod-
ucts. The carbon–carbon bond is particularly prized, since 
such compounds can be readily converted into diesel fuel 
and jet fuel. The study of such selective electrocatalytic 

Figure 29.  the physical picture of high efficiency solar cells, 
compared to conventional cells. in high efficiency solar cells, good 
luminescent extraction is a requirement for the highest open 
circuit voltages. one sun illumination is accompanied by up to 40 
suns of trapped infrared luminescence, leading to the maximum 
external fluorescence efficiency. credit: eli Yablonovitch.
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fall if it is too high. Such a self-regulating servomechanism 
is usually modelled by van der Pol-type nonlinearities. This 
enables a given system to operate within a prescribed 
advantageous range.

Self-organization
If an initially disordered system can spontaneously convert 
itself to some overall form of order, then it has self-organ-
izing capability. For example, our human digestive system 
can process a wanton ensemble of foodstuff in the stomach 
into various nutrients suitable for absorption. This self-or-
ganization is based on multiple interactions including 
enzymes-catalysts-neurons, balances of exploitation and 
exploration, and strong non-linear interactions of positive 
or negative feedbacks.

Self-assembly
This may be viewed as the outcome of self-organization, it 
results in the formation some kind of ordered structures, 
patterns or objects.

Self-replication
This is a capability or phenomenon where an organism 
or structure, usually small, such as a virus, cell or nano-
structure, replicates, producing an almost identical copy 
of itself.

Self-manufacturing
This concept, that of a self-replicating machine was pro-
posed, advanced and examined by Homer Jacobsen, 
Edward F. Moore, Freeman Dyson, John von Neumann, 
K. Eric Drexler et al. The machine is an autonomous robot 
that is capable of reproducing itself using raw materials 
found in the environment, presumably on an extensive 
scale. This concept is increasingly close to becoming a 
reality after the recent advances in 3D lithography. One 
may think about “the mining of moons and asteroid belts 
for ore and other materials, the creation of lunar facto-
ries, and even the construction of solar power satellites 
in space” [247].

What new understanding of materials and 
biological molecules will result from their 
dynamical characterization with free-electron 
lasers? by Sebastian Lidström and Roland Allen

The studies of materials and molecules with fast intense 
laser pulses are a rapidly developing frontier of science, 
with the latest capabilities involving both large-scale 
and compact facilities. Lasing can now be achieved with 
microwave, terahertz, infrared, visible, ultraviolet and 
X-ray radiation. All of these ranges of photon energies 
have important potential applications, even though X-rays 

powerful rocket boosters in order for the spacecraft to 
be propelled to an increasingly remote place. However, 
“nonlinear thinking” provides a different approach, ena-
bling us to use interplanetary motion configurations and 
gravity assists to fling the spacecraft to the farther desti-
nation(s) without a much larger rocket booster containing 
proportionally more fuel. This accounts for how NASA 
has succeeded in the Cassini–Huygens (Figure 30) [180] 
and other space missions.

There will be more use and application of the funda-
mental non-linear properties of bifurcations, periodicity, 
pattern formations, ergodicity, chaos and turbulence [283] 
to advance physics, engineering and technology. For exam-
ple, recently, turbulent mixing of fuel drop spray in the 
combustion engine has been found to greatly enhance 
combustion efficiency. Along similar lines of thought, there 
must also be more ways to understand, utilize and even 
control turbulent vortex shedding over airfoils to further 
dramatically increase aircraft stability, manoeuvrability, 
lift over drag ratio, energy efficiency and overall perfor-
mance. Such control could potentially be brought about 
through non-linear feedback of smart sensors/actuators, 
shape designs and deformable materials, leading to new 
generations of flying machines that can fly as gracefully, 
powerfully and, energy-effectively, as an eagle.

What is the most urgent undertaking in science and 
technology? By Goong Chen

Climate change and global warming are the greatest threat 
to the quality of life and long-term survival of human civ-
ilization. If Earth’s average temperature continues to rise 
as trends have indicated during the past decade, we will 
soon see massive die-offs of species. There is a pressing 
need for a non-linear shortcut of chemical processes to 
effectively capture carbon in the atmosphere. For example, 
can we mimic, speed up or even improve photosynthesis in 
a new generation of non-linear chemical reactors through 
novel designs of diffusion, convection, mixing and reac-
tion? Another research front would be quantum control of 
laser-induced chemical bond breaking [76], but this tech-
nology appears to be decades away from being realizable.

How else can non-linear science help us? By Goong 
Chen

Non-linear smart feedback control could be the field within 
non-linear science with the greatest development poten-
tial. Here, we briefly explain the important concepts:

Self-regulation
This is exemplified by a van der Pol oscillator [257], where 
the electric current or voltage will rise if it is too low, and 
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undulator consisting of magnets with alternating polarity. 
These accelerated charges emit radiation, which becomes 
increasingly intense and acts back on the electrons. A 
detailed treatment shows that the electrons are forced 
into microbunches with a spacing equal to one wave-
length of the radiation. When the electrons are stopped 
after an appropriate distance, the radiation that emerges 
is then nearly monochromatic and coherent. If the elec-
trons are extremely relativistic, the radiation can also be 
nearly unidirectional (~ 100 μm across) with a very short 
wavelength (down to ~ 1 Å at the most energetic current 
facilities).

are emphasized below because wavelengths comparable 
to an atomic spacing are needed to obtain understanding 
of structures and mechanisms at the atomic level. Three 
prominent X-ray free-electron laser facilities and experi-
mental results are represented by Figures 32–37.

It is valid to use the term “laser” for newer systems that 
employ different principles from the original lasers – with 
a broader interpretation of the terms in this acronym – 
since the result is still (nearly) coherent, monochromatic 
and unidirectional electromagnetic radiation.

In a free-electron laser, relativistic electrons are 
made to wiggle back and forth as they pass through an 

Figure 30.  non-linear trajectories in the cassini-Huygen’s space mission: (a) the earth-Moon fly-by of the cassini spacecraft gave a 
5.5 km/second speed boost, so although the craft was once again only 1,100 km from earth after almost 2 years of travel, its speed was 
considerably greater. (b) Mission planners referred to the trajectories of cassini as “the ball of yarn”. all orbits between 1 July 2004 and 15 
september 2017 are shown in this image. cassini’s mission terminated in september 2017. credit: nasa.
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Figure 31. a snapshot of chaotic vibrations on a 2d domain excerpted from [151]). for a video animation, please see video animation of 
chaotic vibrations on a 2d domain. the main objective of the work is to show the complexity of spatiotemporal chaos and to perform 
mathematical analyses of chaos in multidimensional settings; at present, it has no specific applications.

Figure 32. the linac coherent light source (lcls) at stanford university for high-energy X-ray laser light. the lcls has provided the 
brightest, shortest pulses of laser X-rays for studies of materials and biological molecules. With these ultrafast pulses it is possible to 
make molecular movies that capture dynamics at the atomic scale. credit: slac national accelerator laboratory.
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Figure 33. protein crystal screening program at the lcls X-ray free-electron laser at stanford. credit: Matt Beardsley.

Figure 34. experimental hall at the free-electron laser flasH in Hamburg, Germany. credit: desY.
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In previous studies of the structure of biological mole-
cules, it was necessary that they form crystals, since even 
the brightest X-ray sources required many molecules in a 
crystalline array to yield enough diffracted intensity for a 
structural determination. But X-ray free-electron lasers, 

The duration of an X-ray pulse can be femtosec-
ond-scale, and when the duration is ~ 20 femtoseconds 
it is possible to have diffraction before destruction. This 
means that the structure of a single molecule or nanopar-
ticle has now become experimentally accessible.

Figure 35. an experiment at the flasH X-ray free-electron laser in Hamburg. credit: desY.

Figure 36. the X-ray free-electron laser (Xfel) facility in Japan called sacla is operated by riKen and located in Harima science Garden 
city. credit: riKen.
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construction of the first undulator by Hans Motz and 
coworkers in the early 1950s [177,178].

A fascinating history of the X-ray free-electron laser 
(XFEL) has been provided by Pellegrini [190]. This article 
also summarizes the up-to-date status of this area in early 
2012. The current spectacular capabilities of the XFELs at 
Stanford, DESY, RIKEN and elsewhere were made possi-
ble by the brilliant experimental innovations of many peo-
ple, as summarized in this article. Among the theoretical 
contributions, beyond those of Motz and Madey, were the 
recognition that the XFEL can be described classically to a 
good approximation [117,118] and that “very high X-ray 
dose rates and ultrashort exposures may provide useful 
structural information before radiation damage destroys 
the sample” [185].

As another example of the potential for FELs in a 
biological context, we quote from a recent paper which 
discusses XFEL-based structural studies of e.g. bacterior-
hodopsin and a bacterial photosynthetic reaction centre 
[184]:

“The breath taking development of XFEL sources that 
generate femtosecond X-ray pulses with peak brilliance 
one billion times that available from synchrotron radia-
tion has generated tremendous excitement across many 
scientific disciplines. Membrane protein structural biol-
ogists have exploited these new opportunities to study 
protein structure and dynamics in completely novel ways. 
We can now routinely collect ‘damage free’ structural 
data from micron or submicron scale crystals, perform 
time-resolved studies of protein dynamics on an ultrafast 

with coherent beams, have a billion times the intensity of 
previous X-ray sources. They can then, in principle, obtain 
enough diffracted intensity to obtain the structure of a 
single nanoparticle or molecule.

The dream, already partially realized, is that “movies” 
can be made by observing the behaviour of thousands 
of individual molecules that are successively observed 
(with diffraction before destruction). The difficulty is in 
assembling these “snapshots” to form a “movie” – i.e. a 
sequence which actually mimics the natural dynamics of 
the molecule. But simpler time-dependent processes can 
already be studied [77].

Enormous sophistication has been employed in obtain-
ing the structures of a vast number of proteins and other 
large molecules, by finessing the crystallography phase 
problem with various tricks. But still more sophistication 
is required to obtain the structure and dynamics of single 
molecules that are subjected to femtosecond-scale pulses 
with unprecedented intensity, when the orientation and 
other initial conditions are different for each molecule 
before it is blasted apart in less than 100 femtoseconds.

Figure 38 illustrates results obtained with the LCLS for 
individual mimivirus particles [78] using a new algorithm 
[79]. As the authors say about this remarkable new capa-
bility, “Since each particle is randomly orientated when 
exposed to the X-ray pulse, the relative orientations of the 
particles have to be retrieved from the diffraction data 
alone”.

The principal inventor of the free-electron laser was 
John Madey in the early 1970s [80,164], following the 

Figure 37. (a) three-dimensional rendering of the X-ray diffraction pattern for the photosystem i protein, reconstructed from more than 
15,000 single nanocrystal snapshots taken at the lcls. credit: thomas White, desY. (b) a reconstructed image of the photosystem i 
complex. credit: raimund fromme, arizona state university. reprinted with permission from [97]. copyright: american physical society.
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– originally conceived to test the notion of local realism 
[81]. Decades of experiments testing Bell’s inequality 
[48,282] [297] [270] – culminating in the first Bell tests 
free of any experimental loopholes in 2015 [112] [250] 
[264] [82,219] – have pushed control over remote entan-
gled qubits to a level where large-scale applications may 
come into view. One highly ambitious application would 
be a quantum internet.

A quantum internet is a network that enables the gen-
eration of entanglement between qubits at any two places 
on Earth. It would function in parallel and in close con-
junction with the Internet that is in place today – not 
replacing any of the current Internet’s functions but rather 
providing fundamentally new opportunities. If realized, a 
quantum internet would allow for private communication 
secured by the laws of physics [83], for synchronization 
protocols that could lead to enhanced time-keeping [139] 
or better telescopes [84], for communication protocols 
that would be substantially more efficient than classical 
counterparts and for a means to link future quantum com-
puters [85,134]. All of these promises hinge on entangle-
ment being generated, stored and processed in small qubit 
processors around the globe.

Although this is at the moment still a vision, the cur-
rent pace of progress is encouraging. Researchers have 
been able to establish long-lived entanglement between 
qubit systems over macroscopic distances [174], up to a 
kilometre [112]. The same systems show promise for the 
processing of quantum states for correcting errors [86], 
distilling stronger entanglement from several pairs of 
weaker entangled qubits [128] and for running local qubit 
programmes to enhance quantum internet functionality 
[87]. At the same time, photonic entangled states have 
been distributed over long distances (recently over more 
than a 1000 km using a satellite system [125]), showing a 
pathway for establishing entanglement on a truly global 
scale. While all these experiments are at the proof-of-con-
cept level, it is clear that exciting times are ahead that 
might – ultimately – lead to a global quantum internet.

Maxwell’s demon for light – an approach to 
calculating the entropy of light by Alexei Sokolov

The concept of entropy has been a useful tool in multiple 
fields of science and engineering. Attempts to apply this 
concept to studies of light date back to the early twenti-
eth century when Plank, and then Einstein, through their 
analysis of disordered, thermal light were led to the notion 
of a photon – the quantum of the electromagnetic field. 
In more recent times, quantum heat engines [235] and 
the entropy of laser light [241] have been under study. 
In particular, laser entropy is deemed to be related to 
the finite amount of disorder introduced – by virtually 
unavoidable, incoherent, spontaneous emission – into 

time scale, and a promising technique of XFEL based 2D 
membrane protein diffraction is emerging”.

What new technologies and fundamental 
discoveries might quantum optics achieve by 
the end of this century? By Roland Hanson, 
Alexei Sokolov and Marlan O. Scully

Will we have a quantum internet? by Ronald Hanson

Quantum information science has transformed the way 
we think about information. Whereas classical bits can 
only be 0 or 1, quantum bits can also take up any super-
position state in between (colloquially speaking “being 0 
and 1 at the same time”). Furthermore, quantum entangle-
ment between several qubits makes the individual states 
fully undetermined, but enforces strong correlations 
between measurement outcomes on them, even when the 
qubits are vastly separated from each other. The presence 
of entanglement can be detected using Bell’s inequality 

Figure 38.  reconstructed electron density from [78], reproduced 
with permission. (a)  the electron density of the mimivirus is 
recovered to a full-period resolution of 125 nm. the figure shows a 
series of isosurfaces, where blue represents denser regions and white 
represents lower density. the reconstruction shows a nonuniform 
internal structure, and the line indicates the pseudo-fivefold axis. 
(b) a projection image of the recovered electron density. (c) a slice 
through the centre of the recovered electron density.
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one is able to fully measure the amplitude and phase of a 
light wave, then this can be run through a pulse shaper in 
reverse to generate a coherent pulse of light.

Two questions arise: given the quantum nature of light, 
(1) can we acquire sufficient information about the fluctu-
ating field through a measurement that does not result in 
complete absorption of the field? And (2) can we, in any 
meaningful way, compensate absorption by gain? One is 
tempted to answer both questions in the negative, since 
the common wisdom of quantum mechanics says one can-
not fully characterize a quantum state without destroy-
ing it, and one cannot amplify a state without inevitably 
introducing noise. Researchers continue to question and 
explore both issues, in the realm of theories of weak meas-
urements on one hand and noiseless amplification on the 
other. We, however, will not rely on these bootstraps and 
proceed to describe a classical device capable of active 
filtering.

Our proposed device has a resonant optical cavity at 
its core. Pre-filtered thermal light (one channel of the 
spectrally dispersed sunlight discussed above) is coupled 
into the cavity, through a partially transmitting input mir-
ror. The electromagnetic energy comes out of the cavity 
through a similar partially transmitting output mirror. In 
the absence of any fluctuations (when the input light is 
perfectly monochromatic), the cavity field will build up 
to a certain (high) steady-state value, and the output will 
be equivalent to the input. Our conjecture is that, in the 
presence of input phase and amplitude fluctuations, one 
can implement active feedback to minimize and virtu-
ally eliminate the reflection off the input mirror, thereby 
“forcing” the total electromagnetic energy through the 
resonant cavity. In the (conceptually) simplest configura-
tion, the resonant cavity will consist of two mirrors with 
low transmissivity and high reflectivity (and negligible 
absorption), with the output mirror fixed and the input 
mirror’s position and transmissivity dynamically adjusted, 
in an automated way, so as to minimize reflected power 
and thereby compensate for the fluctuations of input field’s 
amplitude and phase.

the coherent stream of stimulated emission photons. The 
interplay between spontaneous and stimulated emission 
leads to an imperfect predictability of the phase of an elec-
tromagnetic wave produced by a laser, and results in the 
Schawlow–Townes limit for laser linewidth [226].

Instead of trying to quantify the finite amount of disor-
der intrinsic to the quantum nature of laser light, we envi-
sion an alternative approach: start with fully disordered 
thermal light, and calculate (or measure) the amount of 
work it takes to “de-modulate” the fluctuations out of 
the field pattern, producing a laser-like coherent wave. 
The demodulation process is akin to the workings of a 
Maxwell’s demon with a capable being or device now 
exerting its action on a stream of light, instead of a gas 
of molecules [166].

Let us analyze what it would take to construct such a 
demodulation device, restricting ourselves to considera-
tion of the temporal and spectral characteristics of light 
only, not spatial ones. We can get away from spatial ran-
domness or incoherence by first filtering our source of 
thermal light through a spatial filter, i.e. a pinhole, much 
like the one Thomas Young used in the early nineteenth 
century to filter sunlight for his famous double-slit exper-
iment. We start by noting that spatially filtered thermal 
light, such as sunlight, represents a random amplitude 
and phase modulation of an electromagnetic wave, char-
acterized by a large total bandwidth. For the remainder of 
this section, we will attempt to design a proof-of-principle 
experiment aiming to take incoherent thermal light (i.e. 
sunlight) as an input, and reduce it to a perfectly coherent 
wave, through filtering and demodulation.

This appears to be doable, even if cumbersome on a 
practical level. Active amplitude and phase modulators 
will of course have a bandwidth limit – a conservative 
present-day number is ~100 GHz, although one can envi-
sion near-future devices attaining ~10 THz bandwidth. 
The visible band of the electromagnetic spectrum is 
approximately 300 THz wide. The first step in our task will 
be to separate this band into the proper number of narrow 
channels – be it 30 or 3000 (X2 for the two orthogonal 
states of polarization) – such that each individual channel 
can be comfortably handled by high-speed modulators. In 
the most general picture, we will have a spectral disperser 
(based on a diffraction grating, or on multilayer dielec-
tric thin-film technology) that will separate our multiple 
channels, and a spectral combiner which will be the dis-
perser run in reverse. In between the disperser and the 
combiner, we will have individual access to each of the 
wave channels, and we will implement a device that will 
actively compensate for light fluctuations.

We note a connection between the “Maxwell’s demon 
for light” discussed here, and the so-called arbitrary wave-
form generation through programmable pulse shaping. If 

Figure 39.  Maxwell’s demon for light: simplified schematics for 
the device envisioned and discussed in the text. cavity mirror M1 
is controlled electronically so as to minimize the total reflected 
power, while mirror M2 is fixed, ensuring stable monochromatic 
output. (credit: alexei V. sokolov).
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How does Bayesian logic impact quantum thinking? 
by Marlan O. Scully

The quantum eraser is a paradigm shift in the measure-
ment process. Typically people have thought that the pro-
cess of measurement (e.g. which slit a photon goes through 
in a Young’s apparatus) involves scrambling phases and 
substantially perturbing the photon. It has been shown 
that this paradigm is useful but not inevitable and that 
the simple acquisition of information and entanglement 
is sufficient to produce the “measurement rules out inter-
ference paradigm”. Is it possible that these before and after 
considerations can be rewritten in terms of conditional 
Bayesian logic and provide a different window on the very 
concept of time? [18]

Noise enhanced engine and bio-efficiency? by 
Marlan O. Scully

Quantum noise allows us to improve quantum heat engine 
efficiency. Can we also use quantum noise to improve on 
biological efficiency and information processing? We 
think we can and the book by McFadden, “Life on the 
Edge: The Coming Age of Quantum Biology” [169] sup-
ports this supposition.

On this work and that of researchers in the Netherlands, 
Sweden and Russia, who detected quantum beating in 
plant photosystem reaction centre II, McFadden and 
Al-Khalili go on to say:

And remember that photosynthetic reaction centres 
evolved between two and three billion years ago. So for nearly 
the entire history of our planet, plants and microbes seem to 
have been utilizing quantum-boosted heat engines – a pro-
cess so complex and clever that we have yet to work out how 
to reproduce it artificially – to pump energy into carbon and 
thereby make all the biomass that formed microbes, plants, 
dinosaurs and, of course, us. Indeed, we are still harvesting 
ancient quantum energy in the form of fossil fuels that warm 
our homes and our cars and drive most of today’s industry. 
The potential benefits of modern human technology learning 
from ancient natural quantum technology are huge.

What novel topological structures can be 
created and employed?

Orbital angular momentum, flying doughnuts,…by 
N.I. Zheludev

Transverse plane waves are not the only exact propagat-
ing solutions of Maxwell equations. Topologically, more 
complex spatial constructs such as twistors, localized and 
propagating field configurations derived from the Hopf 
fibration, and related knotted vector fields are now attract-
ing considerable attention [88].

Amplification by (cooperative) spontaneous 
emission?by Marlan O. Scully

The laser uses stimulated emission to get amplification of 
radiation. But there is another way to get amplification of 
radiation via cooperative Dicke superradiance [243] [236]. 
Thus, we ask: Can we get a new kind of high frequency 
light source amplification using superradiance? And if so, 
is it related to negative mass?

Will tomorrow’s particle accelerators be based on 
lasers? by Marlan O. Scully

Particle accelerators based on microwave fields are the rule 
of the day. But we can, in principle, use laser fields which 
are much stronger than microwave fields [237] [240] Can 
we make real particle accelerators from lasers? Is it possi-
ble that the accelerators of tomorrow will be laser particle 
accelerators?

Will new optical techniques enable us to go beyond 
the Rayleigh limit? by Marlan O. Scully

Can we use new optical techniques which allow us to 
use entanglement and quantum coherence to exceed the 
Rayleigh limit? We think we can and one step in this direc-
tion was the Nobel Prize in 2014. Zubairy, et al., have gone 
further [133]. How far can we go? [227].

Quantum coherence in lasers conceptually related 
to the Higgs? by Marlan O. Scully

The laser operates via the Einstein stimulated emission 
coefficient and Bose condensation operates in a similar 
way. It is striking that the Bose condensation has so many 
features which make it look like an atom laser. This is the 
basis for Dan Kleppner’s calling the BEC an atom laser. 
Can this laser-BEC analogy give insight into BCS and the 
Higgs particle? [239].

Why is the many particle Lamb shift divergence 
free? by Marlan O. Scully

The Lamb shift was the beginning of quantum field the-
ory and renormalization physics. It is interesting therefore 
that a many atom Dicke superradiant Lamb shift does not 
involve infinite integrals. Maybe there is a connection here 
between superradiance and a more general picture of the 
vacuum. Is it possible that renormalization in a many par-
ticle superfluid-type system would yield a different kind 
of quantum field theory not involving renormalization? 
[242] [238].
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Doughnut pulses have a strong component of electric (or 
magnetic) field along the direction of propagation and 
thus interact with matter in a peculiar way. They can be 
filtered from transverse pulses and then detected by a con-
ventional radiation detector, which opens new opportuni-
ties for telecommunications. Moreover, the non-separable 
space-time dependence, which distinguishes doughnut 
pulses from the vast majority of electromagnetic wave-
forms, allows for novel schemes of information transfer 
and spectroscopy.

Electromagnetic doughnuts are good broadband 
probes for localized dynamic toroidal excitations (clas-
sically represented by an oscillating poloidal current on 
a torus), the often overlooked component of the multi-
pole expansion. Indeed, account of toroidal transitions 

Flying doughnuts
Another interesting class of topological structures is elec-
tromagnetic doughnut pulses [188]. They are single-cy-
cle, time-space non-separable, propagating solutions of 
Maxwell’s equations of toroidal topology. They were first 
identified by [111] as a subset of the more general family 
of finite energy electromagnetic directed energy pulses 
introduced by [301]. Although electromagnetic doughnut 
pulses have not yet been observed experimentally, it is 
clear now that they can be generated from short trans-
verse oscillations in a singular metamaterial converter 
[207]. The electrodynamics of doughnut pulses is under 
construction [307], with issues such as their waveguiding 
and propagation in dispersive media and through inho-
mogeneous media and interfaces now being investigated. 

Figure 40. artistic impression of electromagnetic anapole which is a combination of oscillating electric and toroidal dipoles that does 
not emit electromagnetic fields, but nevertheless creates an oscillating vector potential outside of the structure. credit n.i. Zheludev.

Figure 41. applications enabled by topological photonics. (left) reflectionless propagation of topologically protected edge waves along 
the domain wall between two topological phases with opposite chern indices. note the lack of reflection from the sharp 120 degree 
turns of the domain wall [162]. (Middle) topological cavity: edge waves propagating along the domain wall between two valley-Hall 
photonic topological phases couple into a cavity, where the light propagates along highly-compact zigzag path, thereby making the 
cavity highly compact [160]. (right) a compact four-port circulator that enables perfect electromagnetic wave propagation from port 1 
to port 2. Waves propagating in the opposite direction from port 2 are deflected into port 3 [161]. credit Gennady shvets.
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accumulation of what is commonly known as the Berry 
phase [90] can occur even in one dimension [258], the 
most common and widely studied physical systems are 
two dimensional.

Although an external magnetic field is sufficient for 
producing non-trivial topological phases in a 2DEG, it 
is not necessary. Other types of interactions, such as for 
example spin-orbit coupling, can also give rise to insulat-
ing topological phases. The conservation of another dis-
crete degree of freedom, the valley, produces yet another 
type of a topological phase, which is responsible for the 
emerging field of valleytronics. Regardless of the nature 
and dimensionality of topological phases, they share a 
remarkable property: the emergence of robust edge states 
that exist at the domain wall between two distinct topo-
logical phases that are characterized by different Chern 
numbers. In condensed matter physics, the existence of 
such robust edge states is responsible for a wide range 
of exotic phenomena, such as the quantum Hall effect, 
spin-polarized and valley-polarized currents, and many 
others. The resulting topological phases have the unique 
property of being insulating in the bulk and conducting at 
their interfaces owing to the presence of topologically pro-
tected edge states (in the case of 2D topological phases), 
or surface states (in the case of 3D topological phases).

All the above-mentioned topological effects are the 
consequence of the wave nature of the electrons. Because 
light is a wave, many topological phenomena that exist in 
condensed matter physics have been emulated in photon-
ics. A new class of photonic structures, photonic topolog-
ical insulators (PTIs) [91,92,101,102,132,153,157,160,162, 
203,209,279,280,289] have been recently realized. PTIs 
enable reflections-free propagation of topologically pro-
tected edge waves (TPEWs) [91,93,144,162] along almost 
arbitrarily shaped domain walls separating the PTIs with 
different topological indices. The three basic condensed 
matter systems supporting topological insulating phases 
– quantum Hall (QH), quantum spin-Hall (QSH), and 
quantum valley-Hall (QVH) TIs – have all been emulated 
in photonics. In some ways, PTIs enabled some of the 
features that have not yet been obtainable with condensed 
matter TIs. For example, interfaces between heterogene-
ous PTIs have been recently proposed [161]. Such pho-
tonics structures have important applications, such as the 
development of broadband non-reciprocal devices [161] 
as well as ultra-compact resonant cavities [160]. With the 
emergence of 3D PTIs and other exotic photonic concepts 
that rely on topological protection, we are undoubtedly 
seeing a renaissance in photonics that is likely to translate 
into a variety of novel devices.

in matter, e.g. in large molecules with substantially 
non-local response [308] and in artificial nanostructures 
[225], should have far-reaching implications for the inter-
pretation of spectroscopic data that should also help in 
detecting molecules with elements of toroidal symmetry. 
Intriguingly, doughnut pulses can be used to pump energy 
into electromagnetic anapoles [89], non-trivial non-ra-
diating charge-current configurations of destructively 
interfering electric and toroidal dipoles (see Figure 40). 
The latter are of particular interest as the excitation under-
pinning narrow EIT-like resonances and as well-isolated 
quantum qubits.

Topological photonics by Gennady Shvets

Topology is a branch of mathematics that deals with 
conserved quantities that do not change when physical 
objects are continuously deformed, no matter how much. 
For example, the number of holes (or handles) of a com-
plex connected surface can be characterized by its genus. 
This topological index does not change as the surface is 
deformed without introducing any cuts. Therefore, it can 
be thought of as being topologically robust. It is not sur-
prising that topology finds a welcoming home in physics, 
which has a rich tradition (going back to Emma Noether’s 
theorem) of appealing to conserved quantities including 
energy, momentum, angular momentum and many others. 
It is easy to see, however, how topological indices are more 
robust than, for example, angular momentum: the class of 
deformations that preserve the former is much broader 
than those preserving the latter. For example, the stringent 
condition for the conservation of the angular momentum 
is that the system remains rotationally invariant.

The sea change occurred in 1980s, when it was realized 
[269,103] that topological invariants can be introduced 
for single-particle electron states of a two-dimensional 
electron gas (2DEG) in a combined periodic potential 
and out-of-plane magnetic field. These integer topologi-
cal indices (known as Chern numbers) originate from the 
quantum nature of the electrons, specifically from their 
wave-like behaviour in the periodic potential of the lattice. 
The electron’s propagation through the lattice is described 
by its wave function 𝜓(x⃗;p⃗), where x⃗ is the real-space coor-
dinate, and p⃗ is the Bloch quasi-momentum in a periodic 
lattice. The Chern number characterizes the phase accu-
mulation of the wave function as the Bloch wavenumber 
encircles the Brillouin zone of the crystalline lattice. Thus, 
the key feature of all continuous topological phases is that 
their topological indices are related to the behaviour of 
the wave functions in the momentum space. While such 
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least have some significance during the course of the pres-
ent century. But it is clear that quantum (and classical) 
optics has already undergone a historic blossoming into 
realms of understanding and application that are almost 
magical, and that the research programmes of the authors 
in this article (and their colleagues) promise equally excit-
ing developments in the future. We interpret the toast of 
Figure 42 as a celebratory salute to both the achievements 
of the past and those which are yet to come.
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13. Conclusion: The magic of quantum and 
classical light by Suzy Lidström and Roland 
Allen

As we read through the amazing contributions through-
out this paper, beginning with the new window on the 
universe introduced by Rai Weiss and his collaborators, 
and ending with the novel quantum devices suggested 
by Gennady Shvets, it is impossible not to feel a sense of 
awe at the hundreds of new directions for quantum and 
classical light, radiating from the minds of the authors of 
this paper and their colleagues. One anticipates that the 
youngest participants at the 2017 Snowbird conference 
will achieve successes that will continue the legacy of the 
previous decades, which have changed the course of fun-
damental science, technology and human society.

The use of questions to focus thinking [94–96,113] 
is an honourable tradition that extends back at least to 
Newton’s Opticks, where he posed 31 queries including 
the following:

(1)  Do not Bodies act upon Light at a distance, and by 
their action bend its Rays; and is not this action 
(caeteris paribus) strongest at the least distance?

(2)  Do not the Rays of Light in falling upon the bot-
tom of the Eye excite Vibrations in the Tunica 
Retina? Which Vibrations, being propagated 
along the solid Fibres of the optick Nerves into 
the Brain, cause the Sense of seeing.

(3)  Are not gross Bodies and Light convertible into 
one another, and may not Bodies receive much 
of their Activity from the Particles of Light 
which enter their Composition?

We can only hope that the questions raised here remain 
equally meaningful after the passing of centuries, or at 

Figure 42. a prescient toast to the achievements of rai Weiss and his colleagues who have now introduced the era of gravitational wave 
astronomy. photograph: roland allen.
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